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Joseph Luzzi is an associate professor of Italian and director of Italian
Studies at Bard College in Annandale-on-Hudson, NY, where he has taught
since 2002 and directs the study-abroad program in Florence. He received
his Ph.D. in Italian literature from Yale University in 2000 and previously
taught as a visiting assistant professor at the University of Pennsylvania and
held fellowships at the National Humanities Center and the Whitney
Humanities Center at Yale University.

Luzzi’s first book, Romantic Europe and the Ghost of Italy
(Yale University Press, 2008), received the Scaglione Prize
for Italian Studies from the Modern Language Association of
America in 2009. It was also named an Outstanding
Academic Title for 2009 by Choice. His articles have
appeared in numerous academic journals, including
Comparative Literature, Dante Studies, Italica,Modern Language
Notes,Modern Language Quarterly, and PMLA. He has pub-
lished reviews in the Los Angeles Times Book Review and
Salmagundi, and he coedited a special volume on translation for the
Yale Journal of Criticism in 2003.

His honors for work on Italian subjects include an essay prize from the
Dante Society of America, a Yale College Teaching Prize, and a grant from the
Keats-Shelley Association. Luzzi has delivered over thirty presentations and a
dozen invited lectures at a range of institutions throughout North America
and Italy, and he was chosen to give the annual Mini-Seminar in Italian litera-
ture at Yale University in 2010. He has served as a reader for Harvard
University Press and Yale University Press and is a member of the editorial
board of Dante Studies. Currently, he is co-director of the First-Year Seminar
Program at Bard College, a required yearlong course for all first-year students
that is dedicated to the study of major texts and intellectual traditions from
antiquity to the present, beginning with the Bible, Plato, and Virgil and conclud-
ing with Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, and Virginia Woolf.

The first child in his native Italian family to be born in the United States, Luzzi
lives in Tivoli, NY, with his daughter Isabel.
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Introduction
Long before Italy became an official political state upon unification in 1861,

when the Kingdom of Italy was proclaimed, it developed as an idea or con-
cept—as “chiaroscuro”—a preeminent place of sharp contrasts, light and dark.

For centuries, the Italy of tourists and travelers has remained a magnificent if
moribund panorama of medieval churches, Renaissance palaces, overstuffed
galleries, and locavore ingredients.

The poet Percy Bysshe Shelley called the country “a paradise of exiles.” Why
do so many foreigners travel to Italy or choose to live there? Do the artistic
treasures of the Italian Renaissance belong only to Italians or also the rest of
the world? Have tourist cities like Florence become Italian versions of
Disneyland? Can one speak of a distinctly “Italian” way of looking at the world,
even though the word Italy was a mere “geographical expression” until the
belated unification in 1861? Could the United States as we know it exist with-
out the contributions of Italian culture? Answers to these questions and oth-
ers are provided by award-winning scholar Joseph Luzzi, who takes listeners
on a guided educational tour of one of the Western world’s most ancient and
fascinating cultures—a land according to another poet, Lord Byron, that “hast
the fatal gift of beauty.”

In Michelangelo’s Shadow: The Mystery of Modern Italy goes beyond the usual
stereotypes of the Mafia, Latin lovers, and languid picnics in Tuscany, to portray
Italian culture in all its charm, depth, and often unsettling complexity. This
comprehensive overview begins in the medieval world of Dante, progresses
through the fabled realm of the Renaissance, and concludes in modern Italy, a
country undergoing major, often painful transformations at many levels of its
tradition-bound society.
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“Every beauty which is seen here by persons
of perception resembles more than anything
else that celestial source from which we
all are come.”

~Michelangelo



n September 8, 1504, a group of artists and dignitaries gathered in
Florence’s Piazza Signoria before an arching marble statue, seventeen
feet and six tons of fine Carrara marble chiseled by a young artist who

grew up just a few blocks away. The boy, Michelangelo Buonarroti, once played
with his friends in front of the nearby basilica Santa Croce; now his David had
drawn the leaders of his hometown to discuss where the colossus should go.
The assembled included an elder statesman of Florentine art, Alessandro
Filipepi (better known as Sandro Botticelli), and a rival of Michelangelo’s from
the Tuscan hills, an aloof artist with a perfect line and a scientific bent named
Leonardo da Vinci.

In the twenty-first century as in the sixteenth, to stand before the David’s
chiaroscuro ripple of muscle is to stand in the shadows of Italy itself. For the
play of light and dark in Michelangelo’s statue suggests a nation of contrasts
and contradictions, from its imperfect beauty and willingness to cash in on its
heritage to its nagging sense of having outlived its own greatness. The boy’s
oversized hands and head give him an awkward pubescent air, as though his
creator had wished to avoid the cliché—or sacrilege—of physical perfection.
Legend has it that when Michelangelo completed the Moses in 1515, he was so
struck by its lifelike appearance that he asked it to speak.When the marble
refused, the sculptor hurled his hammer at it, striking a blow on the left knee
still visible today. The scarred Moses, like the disproportioned David, joins the
legions of blemished beauties confronting visitors in Italy’s dilapidated muse-
ums, garbage-strewn historic city centers, and soot-covered Renaissance
apartment buildings. In Italy, beauty comes cheap. In 1991, a man attacked the
David with a hammer, breaking off the left foot. Perhaps he, like Michelangelo,
was just trying to get the marble to speak.

Artists and poets, tourists and travelers alike have been courting Italy for
centuries. The “most gorgeous lady,” as the poet Giacomo Leopardi called his
country, has benefited from nature and history as few others have. Sheltered
by mountainous borders and thousands of miles of coast, Italy was first home
to the secular empire of the Caesars, then became the rock of the Catholic
Church and eventually birthplace of the Renaissance. But the lovely lady has a
dark side: Two thousand years of corruption, civil war, and foreign occupation
conspired to keep Italy “a mere geographical expression,” in the words of the
Austrian statesman Klemens Wenzel, Prince von Metternich (1773–1859),
until its late-nineteenth-century unification. Italy, Dante wrote, is no lady—it’s
a whorehouse.

Lecture 1

Chiaroscuro Nation

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Joseph Luzzi’s Romantic
Europe and the Ghost of Italy.
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A map of Italy, ca. 1494, showing political boundaries.

Source: The University of Texas at Austin/Perry-Castañeda Library Map Collection. From The Historical Atlas by William R. Shepherd,1923.
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Yet we couldn’t imagine America today without this beautiful brothel. Over
twenty-six million strong, Italian Americans form one of our nation’s largest
ethnic groups. The success of the television show The Sopranos and the
Godfather movies, as well as Italian cooking shows and books like Frances
Mayes’s Under the Tuscan Sun, reveals that this ancient culture—its secret dish-
es, reverence for tradition, and family rituals (comic and solemn)—has an
appeal well beyond Little Italy. Last year, about two million Americans visited
Venice; several million more traveled to Rome, Florence, the Italian Alps, the
Amalfi coast, and the beaches of Sicily. In a tourist city like Florence, the visi-
tors can outnumber the residents by more than ten to one. The United States
is the world’s largest consumer of Italian exports, especially its food, its wine,
and its Armani, Ferrari, and Gucci products. The image of Italy seduces people
everywhere: In 2001 and 2002, eighty million foreigners traveled there, making
it the fourth most popular tourist spot in the world, just behind the United
States, a country five times its size.Yet, for most Americans, Italy’s mystique
remains bound up in clichés about the Mafia and a gilded Tuscan lifestyle.

Perhaps the biggest obstacle to telling the story of Italy lies in the fact that so
many approach the nation with their own prepackaged imagery. The Ponte
Vecchio at dusk; dipping crusty bread in olive oil; dark-haired and dark-eyed
men and women in trimly silhouetted clothing; a dentured nonno (grandpa)
teaching you to swear in Sicilian; the ancestral farmhouse on a plain of cypress
trees; the surging verses of Dante’s Divine Comedy; the dramatic lighting of
Caravaggio’s canvases. Each might figure in a travel brochure or lush historical
film. Each represents a cliché describing the pull of an ancient culture on the
foreign imagination—and the foreign wallet—since at least the Grand Tour of
the 1600s, 1700s, and 1800s.We approach Italy in earnest and with ATM cards,
but seldom with irony. For behind the
stereotypes lie myths that Americans and
indeed Westerners dearly hold in order to
understand our common ground with oth-
ers who, like us, either have ethnic roots in
Italy or have experienced its fascination as
tourists, students, and Italophiles. The
German polymath Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe, among many others, strolled
around the Roman Forum feeling as enti-
tled to the Eternal City as the proverbial
civis romanus, ancient Roman citizen. From
Goethe on down, Italy has long been one
of the Western world’s most populous
imaginary homelands.
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Why do so many foreigners travel to Italy or choose to live there? (The
English poet Shelley called the country “a paradise of exiles.”) The same post-
card images and heroic narratives that draw so many into Italy’s spell can block
us from answering such a question.We’re unlikely to find a reliable guide in
contemporary writing on the subject, where the attention remains focused on
Italy’s seductive surface. The first and best-known group has exposed its flesh
to a good amount of Tuscan sun in glossy travelogues, cookbooks, and other
celebratory reflections promoting the Italian lifestyle as the solution to a neu-
rotic modern world’s problems. Drop everything, these titles suggest, join the
terracotta set, restore a villa—you, too, can live and love, and Italy will teach
you how. Thus, Italy is added to America’s burgeoning self-help arsenal. It’s not
that such books are dishonest or misleading. Italy is a different, premodern kind
of country with rhythms and customs that can rescue the mind, body, and soul
in our consumerist and capitalist world (even though modern banking was
invented in Renaissance Florence). More power to such authors for telling their
story so well—if one must endure literary therapy, why not meet some quirky
artisans and learn Tuscan recipes and the rudiments of masonry along the way?
Outside the Tuscan sun loom the Mafia shadows. Many associate Italian culture
after Michelangelo with Don Corleone and Tony Soprano. Few foreigners have
heard of, say, Alessandro Manzoni, a founder of the historical novel, dedicatee of
Verdi’s Requiem, and author of Italy’s most important book after Dante’s Divine
Comedy, The Betrothed (1827); few can say what happened in Italy after the
Renaissance except for perennially bad government, fabulous opera, a Fascist
regime, and two sad performances in the world wars. People collectively gasp
when they learn that Italy became an official country almost a century after
America did. Most assume that it has been around forever.

The questions about Italy remain: Do the artistic treasures of the Italian
Renaissance belong to the Italians or the rest of the world? Are tourist cities
like Florence becoming Italian versions of
Disneyland? Can one speak of a distinctly
“Italian” way of looking at the world,
though the country itself is barely a centu-
ry-and-a-half old?

A good way to approach the mystery of
Italy is to begin with its history as an idea,
for the concept of Italy predates its official
statehood by more than two thousand
years. And, as we will see, it is often diffi-
cult to separate the imagined from the
real, the beautiful lies from the brutal
truths, in a chiaroscuro country consisting
of equal measures of dark and light.

The chiaroscuro of a narrow street in Siena at night. ©
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.What are some of the specific historical and literary phenomena that have

created the “idea” or “concept” of Italy?

2.Why have I chosen the term “chiaroscuro nation” to describe Italy?

3.Why have so many of Italy’s great writers (Dante, Petrarch, and Machiavelli,
among others) described Italy as a “woman”?

Suggested Reading
Luzzi, Joseph. Romantic Europe and the Ghost of Italy. New Haven, CT:Yale

University Press, 2008.

Literary Reading
Dante. Purgatory 6. The Divine Comedy. Trans. and commentary Charles S.

Singleton. 6 vols. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1970–1975.

Machiavelli, Niccolò. The Prince. Ed. and trans. Robert M. Adams. Norton
Critical Edition. New York: Norton, 1992.

Petrarch. “To Italy” [Poem 128]. Petrarch’s Lyric Poems: The Rime sparse and
Other Lyrics. Trans. Robert Durling. 2nd ed. Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2005.

Other Books of Interest
Ginsborg, Paul. Silvio Berlusconi: Television, Power and Patrimony. New updated ed.

New York: Verso, 2005.

Jones,Tobias. The Dark Heart of Italy. New York: North Point Press, 2005.

SuggestedViewing
The Sopranos. No. 4, Season 2. “Commendatori.” Written, produced, and

directed by David Chase for HBO.

Websites of Interest
The Italy Guides website provides historical and tourist information on the city
of Florence, including a panoramic view of the Piazza della Signoria with a
focus on Michelangelo’s David. —
http://www.italyguides.it/us/florence/michelangelo_david.htm
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Lecture 2

The Lives of Dante

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Robert Hollander’s Dante:
A Life in Works.

hy is Dante so popular? In academia, the amount of articles and
books on the poet is so overwhelming that he has become a disci-
pline unto himself, “Dante Studies,” with specialist journals, confer-

ences, and learned societies attached to his name. Meanwhile, recent film and
fiction, from the cinematic thriller Seven (1994) to Nick Tosches’s noir novel In
the Hand of Dante (2002), cast the gothic shadows of Dante’s world over the
crises of today and look to the medieval poet for justice in a time of moral
relativity. Other works, like Matthew Pearl’s bestselling historical novel The
Dante Club (2003), borrow themes and motifs from Dante’s masterpiece, the
Divine Comedy (ca. 1307 to 1319), that the reader is expected to recognize easi-
ly. New translations by distinguished poets (Deborah Digges, Seamus Heaney,
James Merrill,W.S. Merwin, and Robert Pinsky) and popular adaptations
abound, including the droll Who in Hell . . . A Guide to the Whole Damned Bunch
(1996), which updates Dante’s infernal roll call to the present and situates a
modern herald of God’s demise, Friedrich Nietzsche (of “God is dead” fame),
in the burning circle of heresy. Though he died in 1321, Dante continues to
manage the last word.

Our fascination with the Divine Comedy draws on an ancient obsession with
the life of Dante. If Shakespeare remains an invisible literary hand about whom
we know little, with Dante we profess familiarity. Each work of his bears the
stamp of his personal life, from the Vita nuova (New Life, ca. 1295), composed as
a precocious if somewhat callow young man, to that exilic work of middle age,
the Divine Comedy. Beatrice, Florence, and Italy’s ignominious popes—these inti-
mates, locales, and associates anchor Dante’s universal, spiritual, and historical
reflections in the solid ground of the poet’s own experience. “In that part of
the book of my memory, before which there is little to be read, there is a
heading that runs: Here begins the New Life.” Thus the first words he wrote;
most of his subsequent pages represent a variation on these interlacing motifs
of memory, spiritual rebirth, and the literary construction of the writer’s life.
Dante dedicated the book in which these words appear, the Vita nuova, to his
primo amico (best friend), Guido Cavalcanti, a leader of the Sweet New Style,
the poetic movement in Florence that nurtured the young Dante’s verse and
fused lyrical refinement and natural philosophy in writing about donne angelicate
(angel-women), including Beatrice. Several years later in 1300, in his capacity as
one of Florence’s six priors (highest elected official in the city), Dante signed an
edict banishing the radical Cavalcanti from the city. Cavalcanti died later that
year from malaria contracted in exile. Dante himself was exiled in 1302.When

W
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he began the Comedy about 1307, he handled his role in his best friend’s demise
with breathtaking defensiveness. The fictional date of the Divine Comedy is 1300,
so Guido still lives. In Inferno 10, where the sin of the Epicureans is punished
(“those who make the soul die with the body”), Dante encounters Guido’s
father, who burns for this same heretical philosophy associated with his son. “If
you come through this blind prison [hell] because of your great genius,” the
father asks,“then where is my son? Why is he not with you?” Your son, Dante
tells him,“perhaps had disdain” for Dante’s guide through hell (Virgil, Beatrice,
or God Himself; the pronoun referent “whom” [cui] is left unclear). The elder
Cavalcanti hears “had” and assumes that his son, like the verb, is past tense. He
asks,“Does not the sweet light still strike [my son’s] eyes?” Dante hesitates in
reply. This guilty heartbeat of a pause signals to Guido’s father that his son is
dead, so he falls into the broth of hell “and shows himself no more.” Dante
never referred to his best friend’s death again.
Dante had the most restless intellect imaginable, and his career is a graveyard

of broken allegiances, thwarted ambitions, and incomplete projects. But for all
his false starts, an overwhelming singleness of purpose, inspired by his faith,
obtains. Perhaps we turn to him today partly because of our nostalgia for his
cosmic sense of conviction, however outmoded or extravagant we may find his
doctrines. If, as Harold Bloom has argued, Hamlet reminds us of our existential
uncertainties, Dante evokes with equal power a moral clarity few of us can
hope to attain. If Hamlet is our second self, Dante represents an alternately
attractive or repugnant role model whose standards we can never satisfy.
An episode from Paradiso reveals why we desire to reconnect with Dante’s

prophetic exemplarity in the same motion that our modern understanding
divides us from his beliefs. In canto 17, his ancestor Cacciaguida tells Dante
the Pilgrim what Dante the author, writing years after the fictional date of
the Divine Comedy (1300), already knows: In 1302, Dante will suffer exile and

“Worldly fame is but a
breath of wind that blows
now this way, and now
that, and changes name
as it changes direction.”

~Dante Alighieri

Dante in Exile
by Domenico Petarlini,

ca. 1860
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wander Italy, never at home, always the victim of intrigue and corruption,
ever on the move to find a substitute for the lost Florence. Cacciaguida
offers his prophecy from a Christian perspective that preaches patience, for-
bearance, and indifference through clear words (chiare parole) and precise
discourse (preciso latin).

After predicting Dante’s exile, Cacciaguida offers the Pilgrim a lesson in what
his interlocutors in Inferno and Purgatory could never give, unless by negative
example: moral instruction.

You [Dante] shall come to know how salt is the taste of another’s
bread, and how hard it is to descend and mount by another man’s
stairs. And that which will most weigh your shoulders down will be the
evil and senseless company that you will encounter in this vale—compa-
ny that will all become ungrateful, mad, and malevolent against you, but
soon after their brows, not yours, shall redden for it.1

Dante’s exile would indeed force him to taste the salty bread of foreign
tables, struggle up the stairs of strangers’ homes, and bear the wrath of malig-
nant opponents. But by personalizing the Pilgrim’s imminent struggles
Cacciaguida provides him with the means to overcome them. Not you,
Cacciaguida tells the Pilgrim, but those who inflict pain on you will suffer.Why?
Because, Cacciaguida contends, Dante is to stand apart and integral from the
madness of those who demean him and themselves. He is to be a “party of
one” (parte per te stesso). Exile will take everything Dante loves from him, but
it will also give him the chance to write his poem and, at least within the mar-
velous fictional economy of this epic work, save his soul.

The Divine Comedy, then, does what was unusual for the literature of its time:
explore the question “What is a person?” in a poem that fuses historical reali-
ty, cultural speculation, social commentary, scientific observation (however
inaccurate), religious doctrine, and political prophecy. Many works before
Dante, of course, seek to provide a discussion of human personality in relation
to some of the contexts and concerns listed above. Dante, however, was revo-
lutionary in bringing so many different categories of feeling, thought, and
action to bear on his exploration of a single Christian mind, body, and con-
science. Many of us in Dante’s wake, Christian or not, have sought to discern
the contours of our lives in the interlocking verses of the Divine Comedy. But
the fact that we have made a mirror of his selfish hell rather than his imper-
sonal heaven remains a seven-hundred-year-old paradox that we do not seem
close to resolving.

1. Please see the references in the “For Greater Understanding” sections for translations used in these lectures. I make
selective modifications to these translations when deemed necessary.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.What are the elements of Dante’s work and personality that continue to

draw modern readers to him, some seven hundred years after the composi-
tion of his masterpiece, The Divine Comedy?

2.What are some of the ways in which we have historically “misread”
Dante—that is, interpreted him in a manner that may actually be at odds
with the original intentions (especially religious) of his poetry?

3.Why has there been such an obsession with Dante’s personal life, beginning
in the Renaissance and continuing to the present?

Suggested Reading
Hollander, Robert. Dante: A Life in Works. New Haven, CT:Yale University

Press, 2001.

Literary Reading
Alighieri, Dante. The Divine Comedy. Trans. and commentary Charles S.

Singleton. 6 vols. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1970–1975.
———. Vita Nuova. Ed. and trans. Mark Musa. New York: Oxford University

Press, 2008.

Other Books of Interest
Caesar, Michael, ed. Dante: The Critical Heritage 1314(?)–1870. New ed. New

York: Routledge, 1996 (1989).
Lewis, R.W.B. Dante. A Penguin Life. New York: Penguin Putnam, 2001.
Pearl, Matthew. The Dante Club: A Novel. New York: Ballantine Books, 2006.
Tosches, Nick. In the Hand of Dante: A Novel. Boston, MA: Back Bay

Books, 2003.

Recorded Books
Shutt,Timothy B. Dante and His Divine Comedy. Modern Scholar Series. Prince

Frederick, MD: Recorded Books, LLC, 2005.

Websites of Interest
1. The World of Dante website provides multimedia resources on Dante’s

works, including images, music, maps, and teacher resources. —
http://www.worldofdante.org

2. Dartmouth University features the Dartmouth Dante Project website, which
provides the text of more than seventy Italian, Latin, and English commen-
taries on the Commedia, from 1322 to the twenty-first century. —
http://dante.dartmouth.edu
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rancesco Petrarca, known as Petrarch, is arguably the first “modern”
poet. Petrarch’s modernity grows partly out of his confrontation with
Dante’s writing and results in a new conception of both poetry and

the humanities that we still live with today. But before we talk about the
Petrarchan watershed, we need to go backward a bit: back into Dante, the
Middle Ages, and the mysterious—and shadowy—Guido Cavalcanti. Born in
1256, Cavalcanti’s biography is one that Hollywood could only dream about.
He was fabulously wealthy, dashing, handsome, and the toast of medieval
Florence, then one of the most culturally advanced cities in all of Europe, and
a republic to boot. Guido became a leading poet in a movement called the
Dolce Stil Novo (Sweet New Style), a school of writing that focused on the sci-
ence of love by asking:What happens to the human organism when it encoun-
ters its beloved? Guido answers this question in the following poem,“Chi è
questa che vèn?”:

Who is she coming, drawing all men’s gaze,
Who makes the air one trembling clarity
Till none can speak but each sighs piteously
Where she leads Love adown her trodden ways?
Ah God! The thing she’s like when her glance strays,
Let Amor tell. ’Tis no fit speech for me.
Mistress she seems of such great modesty
That every other woman were called “Wrath.”
No one could ever tell the charm she hath
For toward her all the noble Powers incline,
She being beauty’s godhead manifest.
Our daring ne’er before held such high quest;
Be ye! There is not in you so much grace
That we can understand her rightfully.

On the surface, the poem seems like a standard recapitulation of the courtly
love tradition in the Middle Ages, which held that you could only fall in love
with someone outside of the marriage contract, because the practical demands
of being husband and wife left no space for the mystery and majesty of unat-
tainable, unrequited love. But a closer look tells us much more. Guido was one
of the finest scientific minds of his generation, deeply versed in the intricacies
of Aristotelian psychology and natural philosophy, especially as distilled in the
Arab commentaries on Aristotle by Avicenna and Averroes, part of a revival of
interest in Eastern thought that contributed to the vigorous multiculturalism of

Lecture 3

Petrarch’s Dead Letter: Birth of Modern Italian Poetry

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Petrarch’s Lyric Poems: The
Rime sparse and Other Lyrics, translated by Robert M. Durling.

F
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thirteenth-century Florence. His poetry, moreover, synthesized the forms of
Provençal lyric with the philosophical traditions emanating from the universities
of Bologna and Paris in the late 1200s.Yet the vision here is pure Cavalcanti.
His lady electrifies the air and confounds the gazes, emotions, desires, and final-
ly understanding of all who try to apprehend her. Though an image of light, she
is an emblem of darkness—an ultimately unknowable, interchangeable cipher
whose beauty betokens elegant chaos for all around her, especially the poet
whose voice she ultimately reduces to silence.

Guido had a younger-brother figure of sorts, an Italian poet, born just nine
years after him, who worshiped the ground he walked on: none other than
that most famous of all Italian writers, Dante Alighieri. Dante was trained to
be a poet by Guido and the other writers of the Sweet New Style, and his
first book—perhaps the first “book,” technically speaking, written in the
Middle Ages, the Vita nuova (New Life)—is the diary of this poetic apprentice-
ship, which for Dante takes place in the shadow of his love for Beatrice, the
young Florentine woman who inspired his best poetry. In the long run, though,
Dante could never accept Guido’s cosmic pessimism and his naturalist deter-
minism. Dante’s faith in God, and in aspects of the liberal arts tradition that
Guido both supported and rejected, was too strong. So, as we discussed last
lecture, in the Divine Comedy he symbolically slays his poetic older brother in
Inferno 10, during that fateful confrontation with Guido’s father, Cavalcante de’
Cavalcanti, the Epicurean.

Our third poet, Francis Petrarch, brings
us into the modern world—you might say
kicking and screaming. He was born just a
few generations after Dante in 1304, yet
an oceanic difference in worldview divides
them. If Dante rediscovered the Roman
poet Virgil and in so doing distanced him-
self from Cavalcanti, Petrarch rediscovered
the Roman orator Cicero and in so doing
distanced himself from Dante. On June 16,
1345, Francis Petrarch, labeled the “first
modern man of letters” and the “founder
of humanism,” wrote a letter to a dead
Roman, Marcus Tullius Cicero, the famed
orator and defender of the dying Roman
republic. In fact, he wrote a dead (undeliv-
erable) letter, whose implications for the
birth of Renaissance cannot be overstat-
ed. Petrarch composed the letter after

Petrarch
by Andrea del Castagno (Bargilla), ca. 1450

“There is no lighter burden,
nor more agreeable,
than a pen.”

~Petrarch
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making a breathtaking discovery of a lost cache of Cicero’s correspondence in
a library in Verona. The Latin letter is astonishingly intimate:

As I read [your letters] I seemed to hear your bodily voice,
O Marcus Tullius . . .

but also tough:

Now it is your turn to be the listener, [Cicero] . . . O spirit ever
restless and perturbed!

Petrarch goes on to criticize Cicero for abandoning the tranquility of old age
and its literary pursuits for the foolish path of political involvement, which led
Cicero to reenter public life to attack Marc Antony, during his struggle for the
control of Rome against Octavian (soon to be Emperor Augustus) after the
death of Caesar. Petrarch writes:

[Marcus Tullius,] what insanity led you to hurl yourself against Antony?
. . . Unhappy man, you were to take the last false step. . . .What, pray,
does it profit a man to teach others, and to be prating always about
virtue, in high-sounding words, if he fails to give heed to his own
instructions? Ah! how much better it would have been, how much more
fitting for a philosopher, to have grown old peacefully in the country,
meditating, as you yourself have somewhere said, upon the life that
endures for ever, and not upon the poor fragment of this life.

Bracketing for a moment the complexities of the political situation discussed
in the letter, what emerges here is a sense of the profound faith that Petrarch
has in ancient learning to affect the world almost fourteen centuries after the
death of his imaginary addressee.

A motivation similar to the one compelling Petrarch to write to the defunct
Cicero fueled the composition of the following poem:

Not so much did Diana please her lover when, by a similar chance, he
saw her all naked amid the icy waters, as did the cruel mountain shep-
herdess please me, set to wash a pretty veil that keeps her lovely blond
head from the breeze; so that she made me, even now when the sky is
burning, all tremble with a chill of love.

On the surface this may seem to be nothing more than a sweet-sounding
madrigal, a text typically arranged for voice during the Renaissance. But if we
read closely, we see that the poem contains the essence of Petrarchan poet-
ics. Unlike for many of his medieval predecessors, Petrarch inhabited a
world in which the human body took on its full weight, even in such previ-
ously taboo subjects as sexuality. The reference in the first two lines to the
myth of the virgin goddess of the hunt, Diana, recalls how, when the hunter
Actaeon saw her bathing nude, she turned him into a stag and then
unleashed her dogs upon him, and they tore him to pieces. Petrarch’s
recourse to this pagan myth draws on the same cultural tendency that
compelled him to study Cicero: Roman antiquity offered him a way of
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understanding the world not available in his own times. In the case of the
poem, the erotic charge of the pagan myth and its open sensuality—an
earthy and earthly sexuality a century removed from the sublimities of
Guido’s “Chi è questa che vèn?”—fuels Petrarch’s parallel between the pangs
(and pain) of his own frustrated experience and Actaeon’s. The recovery of
antiquity provided him with a set of tools to make sense of a rapidly chang-
ing world, where the certainties of a theocentric universe and its attendant
scholastic philosophies were no longer sufficient. Moreover, this recupera-
tion of ancient learning pointed the way to a poetry that did not blink in the
face of raw human desire—a desire, Petrarch writes, that made him “tremble
with a chill of love,” even as the sky above him burned hot.

Diana Turns Actaeon into a Stag
by Bernaert de Ryckere, 1582
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.What are some of the fundamental differences in the poetry and thought

between Dante and his former mentor, Guido Cavalcanti? Why do you think
that Dante eventually “broke” with Guido?

2.Why does Petrarch write a letter to a dead Roman, Cicero, and what are
the implications of his act for Renaissance notions of scholarship?

3.What does a close reading of Petrarch’s madrigal “Not so much did Diana”
tell us about the themes of his work and his style as a poet?

Suggested Reading
Petrarch, Francesco. Petrarch’s Lyric Poems: The Rime sparse and Other Lyrics.

Trans. Robert M. Durling. 2nd ed. Cambridge, MA, Harvard University
Press, 2005.

Other Books of Interest
Ardizzone, Maria Luisa. Guido Cavalcanti: The Other Middle Ages. Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 2002.

Harrison, Robert Pogue. “The Ghost of Cavalcanti.” The Body of Beatrice: A
Phenomenology of the Vita nuova. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1988.

Articles of Interest
Freccero, John. “The Fig Tree and the Laurel: Petrarch’s Poetics.” Diacritics 5,

1975, pp. 34–40.

Websites of Interest
1. The Hanover College (Hanover, IN) History Department website provides

the text of Francis Petrarch’s “Letter to Cicero” from Petrarch: The First
Modern Scholar and Man of Letters, ed. and trans. James Harvey Robinson
(New York: Putnam, 1898). —
http://history.hanover.edu/texts/Petrarch/pet09.html

2. The Sonnet Central website is an archive of English sonnets, commentary, and
relevant Web links. The site includes The Sonnets and Ballate of Guido
Cavalcanti translated by Ezra Pound (1912). —
http://www.sonnets.org/pound.htm
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enturies in and centuries out, Italy remains one of the most coveted
destinations for travelers. Each year, some twenty thousand American
students give up their dorm rooms and meal plans before boarding an

evening flight to cross the Atlantic for arrival in either Rome’s Fiumicino or
Milan’s Malpensa airport. From Rome and Milan they will then disperse to the
scores of study-abroad programs in cities small and great. Some will opt for the
quilted hills of Siena and its fierce local pride and linguistic purity; others will
remain in Rome for its history, layered onion-like one over the other; a great
number will head to the tourist havens Florence and Venice, cities that have
become museum-like in their combination of beauty and commerce.

As these students settle in with their host families, subscribe to their Internet
cafes, and purchase their Eurail passes, few will realize that they are taking part
in a ritual some three hundred years old. In fact, few will realize that, in
essence, they are enjoying a privilege that, in times past, was reserved for the
European elite: namely, the chance to travel to Italy and encounter those same
sites and works of art hitherto only studied in books. These sojourners came
from all over Europe; for some, the Italian Tour was a chance for sexual libera-
tion; for others, a way to secure connections with fellow patricians that would
serve them in their careers. A recent article in the NewYork Times by Matt
Gross puts in thusly:

Three hundred years ago, wealthy
young Englishmen began taking a
post-Oxbridge trek through
France and Italy in search of art,
culture and the roots of Western
civilization. With nearly unlimited
funds, aristocratic connections and
months (or years) to roam, they
commissioned paintings, perfected
their language skills and mingled
with the upper crust of the
Continent. No one knows who
came up with it, but their adven-
tures soon had a perfectly appro-
priate name: the Grand Tour.

Lecture 4

JuniorYear Abroad:The Grand Tour

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Jeremy Black’s Italy and
the Grand Tour.

C

Planning the Grand Tour
by Emil Brack, ca. 1890
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The Grand Tour during the Enlightenment and Romantic age was the aristo-
cratic equivalent of our own “junior year abroad” today.

No painting seems to capture better the mix of tourism, schmoozing, and
artistic appreciation that marks the European Grand Tour than Johann Zoffany’s
Tribuna of the Uffizi, a painting that typifies the social protocols and patterns of
cultural consumption of the Enlightenment traveler. The eminent public figures
and works represented in the painting include, to the middle left, Zoffany him-
self and poet William Cowper beside Raphael’s Madonna with Child; while, to
the front right, the educator Horace Mann discusses Titian’s Venus of Urbino
with author and artist Thomas Patch. Fittingly, in Zoffany’s painting there is an
absence of actual Italians. This is in fact a trademark of much Grand Tour art
and literature: the eclipse of contemporary Italian culture in the name of an
overarching concern with Italy’s past cultural glories. In my book Romantic
Europe and the Ghost of Italy, I describe this tendency by Europeans to ignore
living Italians and Italian culture as part of a general European fascination with
the ability of the Italian past to provide a common sense of identity in an
increasingly nationalist Europe obsessed with cultural origins. Travel to Italy
offered not only a plethora of tourist delights and cultural offerings: It provided

Tribuna of the Uffizi
by Johann Zoffany (1733–1810)

Painted from 1772 to 1778 for Queen Charlotte of Great Britain
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Grand Tourists a sense of cultural genealogy and an idea of what it meant to be
“European” in a world increasingly defined by divisive ethnic tensions.

Perhaps the most famous literary representation of this phenomenon belongs
to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Italian Journey, written in 1786–87, but not
published until some twenty years later. For Goethe, the trip to Italy was one
of regeneration: “Now I see my childhood dreams come to life,” he writes in
the entry from November 1,1786, upon entering Rome, the Eternal City.
Later, on December 3,1786, he reports that this arrival was the start of a
“new life” and “true rebirth.” “Only now [in Rome] have my friends and
fatherland truly become dear to me again,” Goethe writes, already projecting
an eventual return home, to which he will bring back Italy’s cultural treasures,
not “just for my own possession and private use, but so that they may serve
both me and others as guidance and encouragement for an entire lifetime”
(November 1,1786). But all was not rosy in Italy; like so many before and after
him, Goethe had to separate the wheat from the chaff in his travels:

Let us admit, nevertheless, that it is hard, sad work to sort out the old
Rome from the new, but one has to do it and hope for inestimable sat-
isfaction at the end. We encounter traces of a magnificence and a
destruction that are both beyond our comprehension. What the bar-
barians left standing, the builders of new Rome have ravaged.

(November 7,1786)

Over a hundred years later, in E.M. Forster’s Room with a View (1908), Italy
had ceased to be what Goethe called “the
world’s university” and became instead an anti-
classroom—a place to acquire subtlety and
savoir-faire instead of book smarts. But by then a
“Grand Tourist” notion of Italy had been born.
And it is in the legacy of this tradition that thou-
sands of Americans each year fill their backpacks
and prepare for a semester or two of what the
novelist Madame de Staël called in 1807 the
“intoxicating wave of the arts” in Italy.
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A typical modern poster advertis-
ing a college study-abroad program
in Italy.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. How and why did the Grand Tour in Italy come about, and what was it sup-

posed to provide Grand Tourists?

2. How did the accumulation of these Grand Tours create an image or myth
of Italy that persists to the present?

3. In what ways are today’s travelers to Italy, especially American college stu-
dents on their “junior year abroad,” heirs of the Grand Tour? In what ways
are they not?

Suggested Reading
Black, Jeremy. Italy and the Grand Tour. New Haven, CT:Yale University

Press, 2003.

Literary Reading
Forster, E.M. A Room with a View. London: Penguin, 2000.

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von. Italian Journey. Ed. Thomas P. Saine and Jeffrey L.
Sammons. Trans. Robert R. Heitner. New York: Suhrkamp, 1989.

Staël, Madame de. Corinne, or Italy. Trans. Sylvia Raphael. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1998.

Other Books of Interest
Luzzi, Joseph. Romantic Europe and the Ghost of Italy. New Haven, CT:Yale

University Press, 2008.

Recorded Books
Madden,Thomas F. A History of Venice: Queen of the Seas. Modern Scholar

Series. Prince Frederick, MD: Recorded Books, LLC, 2009.

Websites of Interest
1. The Oglethorpe University Museum of Art (Atlanta) website provides an

article and images on the exhibit entitled “The Grand Tour: Landscape &
Veduta Paintings, Venice & Rome in the 18th Century.” —
http://museum.oglethorpe.edu/GrandTour.htm

2. The University of Michigan website features a guide for what a typical
British gentleman would require during a European Grand Tour. —
http://www.umich.edu/~ece/student_projects/grandtour_tourism/
grandtour.html



f there is any one film that conveys the presence of the past in Italy, it
is Roberto Rossellini’s Voyage to Italy (1954). The film tells of an
estranged British couple, Alex and Katherine Joyce, who travel to

Naples from London by car to attend to an inheritance left to them by their
Uncle Homer, an eccentric expatriate who made Italy his home during World
War II. The trip is the first time, Katherine (Ingrid Bergman) tells Alex
(George Sanders), that the two have spent a significant amount of time
together alone, away from their comfortable society life in England. The
results are hardly fortunate. They backbite, bicker, and upset one another to
such a degree that they eventually decide to divorce, only then to have an
unexpected and ambiguous reconciliation at the conclusion of the film during
the Neapolitan religious festival of San Gennaro. The film centers on excur-
sions by Katherine to such fabled sites as the Archeological Museum, the lava
fields of Vesuvius, the catacombs of Fontanelle, and the remains of Pompeii.
Desperate to connect to Italy as her marriage continues to unravel, the prud-
ish Katherine is rebuffed at every turn: The statues of the Archaeological
Museum invade her space; the vapors of the lava fields engulf her; the bones
in the catacombs frighten her; and destroyed Pompey is the backdrop for a
bitter argument between her and her husband. Spurned on to her visits by
the verses of her former admirer, Charles Lewington, Katherine finds none of
the sublimated Italian spaces he described. “Temple of the spirit, no longer
bodies but pure ascetic images, compared to which thought seems flesh,
heavy, dim,” Katherine repeats again and again, as if to channel Lewington and,
with his help, bring the inert cultural monuments of Italy to life; but to no
avail. The problem, according to Rossellini himself, was that Katherine funda-
mentally misunderstood the role of
the past in general—and death in
particular—in defining Italy’s
understanding of what William
Wordsworth once called, in the
Prelude, “the One great society
alone on earth: / The noble Living
and the noble Dead.” Katherine
Joyce, according to Rossellini:

24

Lecture 5

One Great Society:The Living and the Dead

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is “Ugo Foscolo: Sepulchers,”
translated by Peter Burian.

I

Ingrid Bergman as Katherine Joyce nervously views
a statue in this scene from Voyage to Italy.
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. . . is always quoting a false poet who describes Italy as a country of
death—Italy a country of death! Death doesn’t exist here, because it’s
such a living thing that [Italians] put garlands on the heads of the dead.
In other words, in Italy there is a different meaning to things. To
[Katherine and Alex Joyce] death has an archaeological value; for us it is
a living reality. Italy is a different kind of civilization.

The Romantic poet Ugo
Foscolo (1778–1827), med-
itated long and hard on
such matters. An early
lover once labeled Foscolo
a “novel-in-miniature,” a
tag his biography justifies.
Born in Greece, he immi-
grated to Italy with his
family while still a child
and eventually became one
of the leading authors of
the 1800s. Also a soldier
and political activist,
Foscolo’s controversial
public life led to his even-
tual exile to England,
where he spent the final
miserable decade of his life
trying to educate foreign-
ers about Italy’s centuries-
long drive for the political
unification that did not occur until a couple of generations after his death. A
brilliant commentator on foreign reactions to Italy, Foscolo looked past the
usual stereotypes about Florence and created a myth of the city that trans-
lated its Renaissance achievements into a contemporary idiom applicable to
actual political problems. Nowhere is Foscolo’s modern reworking of the
Florentine heritage more poignant than in his dazzling pages on the legacy of
the Basilica of Santa Croce.

Unbeknownst to the scores of tourists who crowd inside it daily,
Michelangelo’s neighborhood basilica Santa Croce is considered Italy’s pan-
theon, home to the nation’s illustrious dead. The church houses the remains
of Galileo, Machiavelli, Michelangelo, and Rossini, to name a few, as well as
funerary monuments to Dante, Petrarch, and a host of other Italian luminaries.
The church was immortalized in a famous poem by Foscolo entitled “On
Sepulchers,” written in 1807 in response to a Napoleonic law that banned bur-
ial within the city proper and required the standardization of tombstones.
Napoleon wished to abolish city graveyards for hygienic purposes, especially to

“Rich in virtues and vice, I praise and laud
Reason, but, where my heart goes, go along:
And only death will give me fame and rest.”

~Ugo Foscolo
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curtail the spread of infectious diseases from improperly interred corpses, a
rampant medical problem at that time. But, as Foscolo understood it, for Italy
to come to life, the Italian polis would have to maintain intimate and sustained
contact with the necropolis, the city of the dead.

The relationship between the living and dead haunted Foscolo throughout his
career. Inspired by Goethe’s Sorrows of Young Werther (1774), Foscolo’s first
major work, Last Letters of Jacopo Ortis (1798), tells the story of a suicidal
young poet-patriot and his doomed love affair with a married woman during
the Napoleonic Wars. Early in the tale, the protagonist Ortis stands in Santa
Croce and contemplates calling on the playwright Vittorio Alfieri at his
Florentine refuge. Alfieri had immigrated to Florence from revolutionary Paris
in order to die in isolation from a world that he believed no free writer could
accept. The event comes at a hopeless time in Ortis’s life.Whereas he once
dreamed of shaping the history of his yet-to-be-born nation, desperation has
now set in, and he accepts that he
will never scale the heights attained
by the illustrious predecessors
buried within the great basilica.
Alfieri, in fact, refuses to see him.
Foscolo writes:

When I [Ortis] approached the
funereal marble [of Santa
Croce], I seemed to relive those
wild years of my youth, when I
would pore over the writings of
the great and imaginatively hurl
myself into the adoring arms of
future generations. How impos-
sibly lofty those thoughts seem
to me now! And far too crazy,
perhaps. Now my mind is blind,
my limbs waver, and my heart is
rotten, here in this void. (Ortis,
27 August 1798)

Less than a decade after this mor-
bid passage from Jacopo Ortis,
Foscolo wrote about Santa Croce
in “On Sepulchers,” a strange aesthetic animal whose difficult language, rich
mythological imagery, and refined sentence structure convey the intimacy and
delicacy that we associate with the lyricism of a Romantic poet like Keats. In
Foscolo’s “On Sepulchers,” we encounter those same tombs of Santa Croce
mentioned in Jacopo Ortis, but Foscolo now describes them in a different
idiom and tone:

Façade of the Basilica of Santa Croce in Florence with
the statue of Dante in the foreground.
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Florence, it was you who first
heard the song that cheered the exiled
Ghibelline [Dante], for all his anger.You
gave loving parents and your own [Tuscan] language
to the Muse’s darling [Petrarch], the laureate-poet
who wrapped the boy-god of love, naked
in Greece, naked in Rome, in the whitest
veil and returned him to the lap of Venus
in heaven. But your greatest bliss is this:
to have united in one temple the glory
of Italy—all that is left of its glory
since the undefended Alps and power’s changing
fortunes have plundered our arms, wealth,
altars, fatherland, everything, save memory.

As we see in this passage,“On Sepulchers” translates the confusion over the
tombs of Santa Croce from the earlier Jacopo Ortis into a stately, elegant, and
monumental register. In “On Sepulchers,” the refined diction and archaic lan-
guage—for example, Foscolo refers to Italy with the archaic “Itale” and Dante
with the ornate “Ghibellin fuggiasco” (“exiled Ghibelline”)—combine to create
a poem of such lyric density that Italy’s renowned poet-statesman Giosuè
Carducci labeled Foscolo the heir of Pindar. “On Sepulchers” uses allegorical
language to convey the political message that, in order for the Italian nation to
be born, it must first honor the
deceased giants of an eternal
Italic spirit who rest beneath
Santa Croce’s vaults and arches.
Florence, by receiving the bones
of Italy’s illustrious dead, holds in
its soil the seeds for Italy’s future.

Michelangelo’s tomb in the Basilica of Santa
Croce in Florence, by Giorgio Vasari.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.Why is the past so “present” in Italy, and how can foreigners—like the ficti-

tious Katherine Joyce in Roberto Rossellini’s film Voyage to Italy—sometimes
misunderstand the “aliveness” of the Italian past?

2. How do works of art like Ugo Foscolo’s poem “On Sepulchers” and Marco
Tullio Giordana’s film The Best of Youth use the Florentine past to comment
on Italy’s living culture?

3.Why did Foscolo believe that the Florentine basilica Santa Croce represented
a unifying political site for a fragmented Italy in the early nineteenth century?

Suggested Reading
Foscolo, Ugo. “Ugo Foscolo: Sepulchers.” Trans. Peter Burian. Literary
Imagination 4, 2002, pp. 17–30.

Literary Reading
Foscolo, Ugo. Last Letters of Jacopo Ortis. Trans. J.G. Nichols. London:

Hesperus, 2004.

Other Books of Interest
Kroeber, Karl. The Artifice of Reality: Poetic Style in Wordsworth, Foscolo, Keats, and
Leopardi. Madison,WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1964.

Luzzi, Joseph. Romantic Europe and the Ghost of Italy. New Haven, CT:Yale
University Press, 2008.

SuggestedViewing
The Best of Youth. Directed by Marco Tullio Giordana. Miramax, 2006, DVD.

Voyage to Italy. Directed by Roberto Rossellini. Connoisseur/Meridian, 1992
(1954), VHS.
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Lecture 6

Florence after Florence

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is R.W.B. Lewis’s City of
Florence: Historical Vistas and Personal Sightings.

oday, the visitor to Florence faces one tourist menu after another in
the principal commercial languages of the world, often accompanied
by pictures. The streets surrounding the famed Ponte Vecchio brim

with Internet cafés, sandwich shops, trinket stalls, and Coca-Cola vendors
that cater to the backpacking, white-sneaker crowd. Such commercialism
can seem appropriate: After all, this was the city that invented modern
banking, bankrolled the Renaissance, and created the first international cur-
rency-exchange mechanisms. And Florence has, of course, always been a
supreme tourist destination, going back to the age of the Grand Tour, when
young European nobles would meet in the halls of its museums to see
works of art previously only studied in books. Still, all the tourist-related
changes to the city can make one wonder if the city has an actual life
rather than just a glorious past.

More than any cosmopolitan current, reigning fashion, or cult of personality, it
has been Florence’s ancient families, guilds, academies, schools, workshops, and
grassroots political organizations that have ushered in most of its epochal
moments. One thinks immediately of the Florentine poetic movement the
Dolce Stil Novo (Sweet New Style), which taught Dante how to write about his
love for Beatrice; the thriving local work-
shops run by giants of Renaissance art
including Brunelleschi, architect of the
city’s fabled Duomo; and the neoplatonic
academies of Florence’s ruler, Lorenzo de’
Medici, who would discuss the mysteries
of ancient philosophy with humanist
scholars on the order of Poliziano,
Botticelli, and Ficino. But one shouldn’t
forget the dark side of this neighborhood
quality. From the civil war that drove
Dante from his beloved Firenze to the
mercenary family politics that landed
Renaissance Florence in French hands
(and set in motion a profound cultural
and economic decline), the city has chron-
ically suffered the factional, internecine
strife that is the ugly flip side of its vigor-
ous communitarian spirit. All history is

T

Painted terracotta statue of Lorenzo de’ Medici
by Andrea del Verrocchio,1480
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contemporary history, the philosopher Benedetto Croce claimed, because we
only bother establishing historical narratives about those issues that matter to
us in the present. All Florentine history, I would amend, is local history, for
everything there of global importance seems to bear the imprint of a familiar
piazza, a neighborhood cafe, or a long-
standing conversation or quarrel between
families, friends, or enemies.

I imagine that, for most people, Florence’s
significant “local history” ended about the
time of the Renaissance. Few tourists—or,
for that matter, beginning students of Italian
history and culture—believe that much of
national or international consequence
occurred in Florence after the Renaissance.
Yet, in reality, few Italian cities have been as
influential in shaping the modern life of
their country as Florence. The city became
the official home of the Italian language in
the 1800s, after the author-patriots Vittorio
Alfieri and Alessandro Manzoni went to sci-
acquare i panni (rinse the laundry) in the
Arno River, symbol of the Tuscan dialect
used by the so-called three crowns of
Italian literature, Dante, Petrarch, and
Boccaccio. Florence, moreover, served as
the capital of the Italian nation in 1865, just
four years after the unification, because the
founders of Italy believed that the city’s
great artistic and literary heritage would
have a cohesive effect on the new country.

So why do so many overlook this rich mod-
ern history of Florence? Part of the answer
lies in the fact that, for centuries now,
Renaissance Florence has belonged to the
entire world and not just to the Florentines
and the Italians. The American author David
Leavitt claims that Florence is a “delicate
case” because, as the repository for a critical
mass of ancient masterworks and sites, local
decisions about the city’s artistic patrimony
have global cultural consequences. Although
on that fateful day described in Lecture 1,
when local eminences including Sandro
Botticelli and Leonardo da Vinci convened to

Count Vittorio Alfieri
(1749–1803)

by François-Xavier Fabre, 1793

Alfieri was an Italian dramatist and is
considered by many to be the founder of
Italian tragedy.

Alessandro Francesco Tommaso Manzoni
(1785–1873)

by Francesco Hayez, 1841

Manzoni gained fame as the author of the
novel The Betrothed, one of the major works
of Italian literature.
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Tourists crowd the piazza in front of the Uffizi Museum on a late winter day.
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discuss the fate of Michelangelo’s David, today the wider world might want a say
in the matter because Michelangelo’s masterpiece attracts millions of interna-
tional pilgrims each year. I agree with Leavitt, but I don’t think that he or any
other writer fully explains why modern Florence is so often ignored while its
illustrious past is championed to the point of idolatry. Only after years of study-
ing in and about Florence did I begin to understand why it could be so difficult
to hear, feel, and see this modern side.

One early evening in January 2004, while directing an academic program in
the city, I joined my students for a guided tour of the Uffizi. The museum
was nearly empty, since it was the dead of winter, and the blush of dusk was
spreading over the Arno. For the first time in my many visits, I was experi-
encing something akin to solitude in the museum’s abundant ramshackle
halls. Then, while I stood in the Botticelli room, eye-level with his Primavera
(1517) and The Birth of Venus (1522), I realized that the idea of culture that
inspired Botticelli’s painting—a sense of continuity between ancient and
modern times, a cult of physical beauty, and a familiarity with mythology—
can seem impossibly remote to us today.

In an essay from the 1950s on the Renaissance painter Piero della Francesca,
Albert Camus wrote that he detected, in the earthy quality of this Tuscan
artist’s volumes and forms, a love-of-life at odds with his own fraught and
soul-searching age. I believe that Florence, for Camus as for so many foreign-
ers, cannot have a modern history because it is always already in the past, a
gorgeous urban anachronism for a vision of humanity from which we moderns
stand estranged. One could say this about other cities in Italy and even for the
country as a whole; but the case of Florence is especially instructive—or “deli-
cate,” to use Leavitt’s term—because of the international prestige of its local
Renaissance culture, which provides us with countless examples of how cer-
tain towering works of art have become central to the identities and cultural
memory of groups separated from Florence by centuries of time and conti-
nents of space.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. In what ways are the Italians to blame for the intense commercialization of

culture in a historic city like Florence? In what ways does the blame belong
to tourists?

2.Why does the writer David Leavitt label Florence a “delicate” case?

3.What are the factors contributing to the intensely “local” elements of
Florentine history, even in its most grand and influential achievements?

Suggested Reading
Lewis, R.W.B. The City of Florence: Historical Vistas and Personal Sightings. New

York: Holt, 1996 (1986).

Other Books of Interest
Leavitt, David. Florence: A Delicate Case. New York: Bloomsbury, 2002.

Websites of Interest
The Uffizi Gallery, Florence, website provides a brief history of the museum,
information on exhibits, and information on other sites in Florence. —
http://www.uffizi.com
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he history of the Italian language, I often tell my students, is the histo-
ry of Italy itself. For it is in the so-called questione della lingua (lan-
guage question) that one can locate the defining issues and concerns

that have made Italy what it is today. The nation’s centuries’ worth of political
fragmentation finds its quintessence in the linguistic differences that have
divided Sicilians from Romans from Milanese and so on with often mutually
incomprehensible dialects. Moreover, that Tuscan should be chosen as the offi-
cial language of Italy because of its literary prestige and not its popular diffu-
sion reveals that the word culture in Italy was often the province of a restrict-
ed elite rather than a broad popular base. Lacking a viable middle class, Italians
essentially chose an upper-class idiom—the dialect of Dante, Boccaccio, and
Petrarch—to be their national idiom. My parents, for example, were born in
Italy, in the region of Calabria, but have never spoken standard Italian, for the
widespread illiteracy and poor educational infrastructure they experienced
growing up barred them from the language of Dante.

So how does one actually learn to speak, read, and write in Italian, when the
language itself has such a volatile and protean history? What are the “ten com-
mandments” that any new or, for that matter, continuing student of Italian
should bear in mind as he or she immerses herself
in this lovely but demanding tongue? First, the good
news: Prospective students wishing to study Italian
will find themselves in good company. Even though
it holds little “practical” value in the U.S. as either a
lingua franca like Spanish or more politically rele-
vant language such as Chinese or Arabic, Italian is
extremely popular as a subject of study throughout
the world. In 2002, Italian was the fifth most stud-
ied language internationally, after (in order) English,
Spanish, French, and German; and in the U.S., Italian
is the fifth-most-taught language, after Spanish,
French, German, and American Sign Language. Not
bad for a language that, in essence, is only officially
a hundred-fifty-years old, though its roots stretch
back to Roman antiquity.

With this background knowledge in mind, I believe
that we are ready to proceed to our command-
ments and guidelines. The first one, the most basic

Lecture 7

Better Beautiful Than Good: Italian 101

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Dianne Hales’s La Bella
Lingua: My Love Affair with Italian, the World’s Most Beautiful Language.
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and general, is also the most important, especially as the challenges of master-
ing this deceptive language start to multiply.

1. The Difficult Ease of Italian

Italian is, on the surface, an easy language to gain access to: The spelling is
phonetic; the vocabulary much smaller than, say, English; the accent and intona-
tion crisp, even musical; and the cognates between English and Italian many. So
beginning students are lulled into a false sense of security. Unlike, say, in Arabic
or Chinese, where one has to learn a new alphabet or system of writing—or
German, a non-Latinate language with a demanding system of inflection and
word order—Italian allows its novices to communicate right away. I see the
joy and surprise in my students’ eyes when, on that first day of introductory
Italian, we begin, appropriately enough, with introductions. The happy phrases
of “Ciao, mi chiamo Roberto e sono di Boston!” or “Buongiorno, Professore!”
fill the air like perfectly intelligible birdsong, and I can almost hear my students
thinking: This isn’t so hard, after all.

But, alas, the Italian language is like the Italians themselves:What you see on
the smooth, apparently simple surface rarely matches the roiling complexity
below. In reality, the Italian lan-
guage is a collection of exceptions,
not rules. Because Italy’s various
languages are basically dialects of
Latin that grew out of the great
dispersion of the Roman Empire
after its fall in 476 ACE, the linguis-
tic tributaries flowing into the river of the Italian are remarkably varied and
idiosyncratic. Though all these dialects officially gave way to the Tuscan Italian
that became the nation’s standard language, the memories of the old dialects
linger in the form of endless exceptions and idiomatic turns of phrase. The
Italian language is a palimpsest par excellence: It has been written over and
through with countless dialects since antiquity that, though erased or effaced,
continue to haunt the mother language.

For example, everyone assumes (correctly, most of the time) that feminine
words end in -a (e.g., a bella donna is a “beautiful woman”). But then there is
the masculine list of cognates programma, sistema, and tema (theme). These
words are of ancient Greek derivation, from which they inherit their decep-
tive gender. Speaking of the Greeks, did you know that the plural of greco is
not the standard grechi, but rather greci? Why? Just because. Remember, Italians
have been at their language for millennia now, so there are bound to be a lot
of confounding exceptions.

2. Better Beautiful Than Good

Did you know that in Italian instead of handing in a “great” (“grande”) or
“good” (“buono”) exam, you might submit a “beautiful” (“bello”) one? That

Lingua toscana in bocca romana.
(Tuscan language in a Roman mouth.)

A popular saying (in Rome) concerning the origins of
the Italian language, meaning that its grammar sprang
from the dialect spoken in Tuscany, while Roman people
have the best pronunciation.
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you are just as likely to have a bell’idea as a buon’idea. And do you realize that
when a scandal is particularly juicy it is un bello scandolo? Most important of
all, when you do something nice for someone, or when you act with particular
grace and savoir-faire, you are presenting a bella figura to the world. The
phrase is not translatable: Its literal meaning,“beautiful figure,” gives the false
impression that it somehow has to do with physical appearance. But, make no
mistake, a bella figura is about “looking good.” For example, if a group of Italian
friends is out, one of them will likely fight to be first to pay for everyone. Such
generosity and hospitality are integral parts of Italian culture, so it would
probably be unheard of for all to “split up the bill.” The payee in such a case
cuts a bella figura because his or her act embodies the appropriate, appealing
action. The bella figura contributes to the joyous theater of everyday life in
Italy, by combining charity, kindness, and civility with a not-so-selfless desire for
acknowledgment. I think this is why the word bella is particularly apt: If it were
just a “good” or buona figura, then nobody would have had to witness the ges-
ture; its beauty derives in part from its public nature. A country of surfaces as
well as hidden substrate, of exteriors as well as interiors, Italy relies on the
word bello for so much because it reminds everyone that, in this ancient the-
atrical country, life is an ongoing show.

3.Well, Maybe, Perhaps: The Subjunctive Mood

Though we use the subjunctive in English, the Italians have by comparison an
infinitely “moodier” language. The subjunctive is everywhere, to express doubt,
worry, fear, hope; to indicate something unique or exceptional; to follow cer-
tain coordinating conjunctions like “although” and “on the condition that”;
even just to express a wish.

4. Thou Shalt Not Spell: Implications of a Phonetic Language

The Italian dictionary does not have a word for “spelling.” It does have the
fancy-sounding ortografia (orthography), just like we do in English, but it lacks a
more down-to-earth everyday equivalent. The reason is simple: Italian is a
phonetic language.You spell the word like you say it. Try explaining this to a
non-native English speaker asked to spell “daughter,” or to recognize the dif-
ference between “wait” and “weight.” In the Italian, for example, for “daughter,”
“figlia,” the gl sound rolls right off the tongue as in our “million.” The same
quality that makes spelling extraneous makes good pronunciation indispens-
able: One must work hard to pronounce Italian clearly and distinctly in order
for the magnificent transparency of the language to emerge.

5. -isms: Italians and Their Suffixes

Did you know that Karl Marx in Italian is a comunista and that his philoso-
phy, marxismo, influenced a generation of sessantottisti (“1968ers,” student
rebels)? One would expect no less of this suffusion of suffixes, considering
that Italy is the land that gave us such terms as campanilismo (“bell-tow-
erism,” attachment to one’s hometown or neighborhood), and clientelismo
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Italian Dialects

The map above shows areas where the dialects indicated are generally spoken. However, there are many fur-
ther subdialects within and across the “boundaries” shown. For example, while Calabrese is spoken over a large
area of Calabria, there are northern and southern subdialects, as well as Calabrian Greek (near the “toe”) and
pockets of Albanese spread throughout that region. Similar situations exist throughout the country.

(“clientalism,” the tendency to elevate a social network to a secular reli-
gion). Italians are much more prone to use both suffixes and prefixes instead
of the accompanying article. For example, a “big nose” is a nasone (naso +
-one), and “not too bad” is maluccio (male + -uccio). So one must pay atten-
tion to the way Italian words begin and end, because the language takes an
admirably firm stance against littering its speech with lazy modifiers like
“kind of,” “little,” “big,” and the like.
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6. Masculine Arm, Feminine Arms: Mysteries of Gender

What makes some words masculine and some feminine? It’s clear enough
when dealing with “boys” and “girls,” but why is a “book” masculine and “auto-
mobile” feminine? And why is one arm (il braccio) masculine, but two are (le
braccia) feminine? In some cases, there are rules governing the gender; but, in
many others, there is simply no rhyme or reason, and the student must heed
this unwelcome mandate: Look up the word’s gender in the dictionary and
memorize it.

7. Inflection’s the Thing: Mysteries of “The”

Believe it or not, there are a full seven different ways to say “the” in Italian: il
libro (“the book,” masculine singular); l’albero (“the tree,” masculine singular); la
ragazza (“the girl,” feminine singular); i libri (“the books,” masculine plural); le
ragazze (“the girls,” feminine plural); lo studente (“the student,” masculine sin-
gular); and gli studenti (“the students,” masculine plural).We have Italian’s Latin
provenance to thank for this remarkable diversity in inflection, for in Latin,
nouns and adjectives are declined (that is, their endings change) according to
their “case” or function in the sentence.

The leaning tower of Babel.
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8. On and On:Why Italian Sentences Are Not “Short and Sweet”

Once again because of its Latin provenance, Italian (unlike English) is a deeply
inflected language whose words change in form often and actively to express a
grammatical function or attribute like tense, mood, person, number, case, and
gender. All this inflection allows the Italian language to string together long,
complicated sentences without the confusion that would plague such con-
structions in English.

9. “In America, a NewYork, dal Dentista”: The Unbearable Heaviness
of Prepositions

Why, in English, do we go “to” the store but stop “by” someone’s house? Why
do we think “about” someone but “over” a problem? Why do we see some-
thing “on” television but “at” the movies? Is something “further” or “farther”
away from us? I of course could go on here, but the point is clear: There is
often no rhyme or reason as to why prepositions function the way that they
do. The rules of their usage make them among the most distinctive and diffi-
cult grammatical elements to learn in English and in any language. Italian is no
exception.When studying this language’s prepositions, you must, again, pursue
the same strategy as when learning noun genders: Consult your dictionary
and memorize.

10. The Dangerous Beauty of Italian American

The beauty of Italian-American dialects is that they keep the Italian language
alive throughout the world, whether in Providence, Sao Paolo, Buenos Aires,
Toronto, or the rural hinterlands of the Americas and Australia. The danger,
however, is that the Italian-American dialect can exist in a parallel universe of
its own, as self-contained and disconnected from actual Italian as any other
foreign language. But as long as one is careful to distinguish the dialect from
standard usage, it can enrich one’s study of Italian. After all, standard Italian is
itself a “dialect,” deriving as it does from the illustrious Tuscan literary vernac-
ular of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio.

All in all, to study Italian, one must remain attuned to the intricacies and his-
tory of Italy’s different cultures. A country of rich local and regional identities,
Italy expresses itself in a number of different languages and dialects that go
beyond the official, Tuscan-derived Italian; as with most things Italian, the lan-
guage with all the rules is just a starting point, not the ultimate place of arrival.

“I love the language, that soft bastard Latin,
Which melts like kisses from a female mouth,
And sounds as if it should be writ on satin
With syllables which breathe of the sweet South.”

~George Gordon Noel, Lord Byron
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.Why is the Italian language a relatively easy language to learn at the intro-

ductory level but notoriously difficult to master in its more complex forms?

2. In what ways does knowledge of English both help and hurt when study-
ing Italian? What are the main similarities and differences between the
two languages?

3. How does the Italian language reflect major cultural issues?

Suggested Reading
Hales, Dianne. La Bella Lingua: My Love Affair with Italian, the World’s Most
Enchanting Language. New York: Broadway Books, 2010.

Other Books of Interest
Capek-Habekovic, Romana, and Claudio Mazzola. A Vicenda: Cultura. New York:

McGraw-Hill, 2008.

Lazzarino, Graziana, Andrea Dini, and Maria Cristina Peccianti. Prego! An
Invitation to Italian. 7th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2007.

Lepschy, Giulio. Mother Tongues and Other Reflections on the Italian Language.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002.

Ragusa, Olga. Essential Italian Grammar. New York: Dover, 1963.

Websites of Interest
1. The Ethnologue website features a list with detailed information of the many

Italian dialects. —
http://www.ethnologue.com/14/show_country.asp?name=Italy

2. The BBC Languages website provides a guide to the Italian language with
facts, phrases, and audio clips, such as the phrase of the day and how to
pronounce the alphabet. — http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/italian
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decade after immigrating to America in 1956, my father decided
to buy a fancy car. The Italian for “a car” is una macchina, and the
Calabrian equivalent is na macchina. But in the car-crazy suburbs

of postwar America, an immigrant like my father was bound to defer to
his host nation. He went to the Chevy dealership and sought nu carru.
Macchina stands for anything with gears and an engine, while carro is the
Italian-American rendition of “car.” The Italian nu sounds like “new,” and
carro means “cart.” So my father, who had spent his life on farms surround-
ed by beasts of burden and their modes of transportation, found himself
purchasing a “new cart”—a maroon Chevy Impala. He bought it the year of
my birth, his first American child.

As a child, the suburbs of Rhode Island provided everything Italy had denied
my siblings, including Little League, a liberal arts education, and a sense of enti-
tlement; but they had something I lacked—a history that encompassed
Michelangelo’s chisel and Galileo’s telescope and stretched back to Caesar’s
conquest of Gaul. My senior essay on Ben Jonson’s Roman tragedies and a
Eurail excursion through Lombardy just didn’t compete. Nowhere does that
history loom larger than in a family photograph from 1956. My father is
dressed in a corduroy suit, and he holds two daughters in his arms, while a
son and another daughter slump beside him.
Framed by the burnt hills of Calabria, he is
poised to shepherd his children out of their
village and through customs. His wife, their
mother, awaits in l’Ameriga, their new home.

This first family shared more than hopes and
fears: They spoke the same dialect. My parents
never had to remind me that the Calabrian of
my siblings was off limits to me. I understood
this by watching my brother and sisters shed
the dialect like dead skin each day. But I never
imagined they could be as American as I was,
any more than I could be a real Italian like
them. My parents had neither America nor
Italy, only each other. Too set in their ways and
their language to remake themselves, they
chose instead to live as if they were still in the
Old Country. Hence the goat, winepress, and

Lecture 8

The Fig Tree and the Impala

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Alessandro Manzoni’s
Betrothed, translated by Bruce Penman.

A

The author’s father, Pasquale Luzzi, with
his children in Calabria in 1956.
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hand-laid stone walls. A couple as inseparable as them couldn’t help but fight so
much, for the geography of their lives had shrunk to a few suburban acres and
the imagined trajectories of their children.

For my parents, the rush to make mortgage payments and find extra money
for the birthday of a godchild or wedding of a cousin didn’t take place in the
shadow of that history I so coveted. My brother and sisters, for their part,
were too attuned to the malls, fast food, and secretarial pools of their sur-
roundings for Calabrian lore to have remained central to their lives. Soon
enough, no one in my family except my parents could speak the dialect. Some
thirty years after the photograph of the Calabrian hills was taken, my parents
traveled to Italy to settle my grandmother’s will. Before leaving, my parents
made no mention of the sites they would visit in Rome. They discussed only
the old friends they would look up and the distant relatives they hoped were
still alive. I had expected them to return to Italy as tourists. After all, they
were no longer Italian citizens, and nearly everyone close to them had immi-
grated to the United States as well. But for my parents Calabria had long since
ceased to be a living region. The land where my grandmother and all my other
grandparents died was the same place where my parents had buried their for-
mer selves. Their return to Calabria was no homecoming; it was a haunting.
Worst of all, they still spoke the same language as those too-familiar ghosts.

The language problem in Italy is so momentous that it has its own name:
the questione della lingua. The land initially founded as seven hills in Rome in
753 BCE remained, in the words of the Austrian statesman Metternich, “a
mere geographical expression” for centuries, during which time each region
or city always spoke a dialect of its own. Over five hundred years before
the unification, Dante wrote in his language treatise Eloquence in the
Vernacular (c. 1305) that the language of “Italy”—as opposed to the dialects
of such city-states as Bologna, Florence, and Manzoni’s Milan—was like an
odor whose scent was everywhere but whose source remained elusive. For
Dante, the new language of Italy still needed to be invented. According to
his aristocratic idea, this unifying tongue was to be the “illustrious vernacu-
lar,” an amalgam of the best elements from each Italian dialect. What is
striking is the license that Dante grants to poets, the guardians of language,
to shape Italy’s linguistic future. He exhorts his fellow authors to preserve
the dignity of everyday speech and shun vulgar expression. His rules are
clear enough. Words in harmony with their Latin roots (say, the Italian
amore from the Latin amor) are acceptable, whereas harsh-sounding
words—for example, the Sienese chesto for questo (this)—are not. But
by the end of Dante’s life the illustrious vernacular remained like Italy
itself: an unattainable abstraction.

Dante’s greatest contribution to the cause of Italian unification was not his
language treatise but rather his fourteen-thousand-line poem, The Divine
Comedy. It would have been natural for him to write this epic in the language
of the learned, Latin. But Dante, whose Eloquence in the Vernacular aimed to
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show that the dialects of Italy had an illustrious history in their own regard,
could never accept the limitations in expression Latin would pose. In the
1820s, Manzoni made a pilgrimage to Dante’s Florence and famously pro-
claimed that he wished to “sciacquare i panni” (“rinse the laundry”) in the
city’s Arno River, the symbol of Tuscan’s preeminence as a literary language.
Florence became an imaginary cultural homeland for Manzoni just as it was
for its native son Dante, who I believe wrote his Comedy in Tuscan partly
because he wished to continue to live in the words of the city that exiled him.
In one of the more moving passages of the poem, Dante captures the effect of
Florence’s decision to banish him for life in 1302 with an edict that forced him
to roam Italy, from court to court, until his death in 1321:

If this sacred poem [Divine Comedy]—
this work so shared by heaven and by earth
that it has made me lean through these long years—
can ever overcome the cruelty
that bars me from the fair fold where I slept,
a lamb opposed to wolves that war on it,
by then with other voice, with other fleece,
I shall return as poet and put on,
at my baptismal fount, the laurel crown.

(Trans. Mandelbaum, Paradiso 25, 1–9)

Florence never did shepherd Dante home, and the city’s warring families con-
tinued to slaughter Florence out of its golden age and into a centuries-long
decline and bondage. Toward the end of Dante’s life, the city of Bologna
offered him the title of poet laureate in honor of his Comedy, but he politely
declined. Only Florence, he said, could extend this invitation—only in the
shadows of Giotto’s Baptistery, the “fount” mentioned above, would he accept
the laurel crown. After Dante, the Tuscan continued to flourish in exile.
Petrarch composed his Tuscan elegies to Laura in France, because his family,
like Dante’s, had been banished from Tuscany for political reasons. About the
time of the French Revolution, the Turinese Vittorio Alfieri moved to Florence
to write his heroic plays and rid his work of French influences (in his words,
to “Tuscanize” and “de-Frenchify” himself). And, of course, Manzoni’s own self-
exile from his native Lombard dialect on behalf of the Tuscan was arguably his
most important contribution to the Italian Risorgimento, the “resurgence”
movement that led to Italian unity.

Thus, a historical accident—the fact that gifted authors like Dante, Petrarch,
and Boccaccio composed in some Tuscan seven hundred years ago—helped
create the language now spoken in the Italian senate, outdoor markets from
the Alps to the Aeolian Islands, and Italian 101 classrooms throughout the
world. But the official voice of Tuscan did not dampen the sound of Italy’s
many dialects. Though the educated and prosperous had access to the linguis-
tic unity brought about by the efforts of writers like Dante and Manzoni, Italy’s
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illiterate and poor still spoke a Babel of local idioms, syntaxes, and mutually
incomprehensible accents. Only the slow, gradual diffusion of Tuscan Italian
through democratic means like television and compulsory elementary educa-
tion would lead Italians to a more universal language.

Most of us will never have to give up our language.We may have to refine
our way of speaking, or master the jargon of computer programs, legal terms,
medical procedures, sales protocols, and the like. Some of us, like me, will even
make their living as a teacher of foreign words and books. For my Calabrian-
born father, life in the United States meant never being able to express himself
in the language of the people in charge, whether they were the foremen of the
airplane-parts factory where he worked as a machinist for over twenty years,
or the coastal estate owners whose lawns he cut and gardens he planted part-
time. His lifelong dream was to start his own landscaping business, but the fear
of being entangled by a foreign language and culture held him back. So he
buried his dreams, and his hard-won savings, into a slight interest-bearing
account at the local credit union.

The wealthy Manzoni never had to abandon his dreams because of language.
Yet the burden of self-translation into Tuscan did separate him from his native
Lombard dialect. Dante continued throughout his life to write in the
Florentine idiom of his birth, even after the long exile from his city in his mid
thirties.Yet his relationship to his native speech changed as the distance, actual
and spiritual, from Florence increased. During his exile, he stopped writing in
the Sweet New Style, the language of poetic apprenticeship that he first used
to describe his love for Beatrice in the youthful autobiography, the Vita nuova
(New Life). His Divine Comedy is written in the Tuscan dialect, but it also casts
many of the Florentine words and figures from Dante’s youth—including the
father of his former best friend Guido Cavalcanti—to the flames of hell.

Whatever language my father gave up, he was ultimately a man of few words.
In the fall, when the branches and shoots of the spring and summer had with-
ered and died, he would collect them all in his garden and set them aflame.
These were neither the judgmental flames of Dante’s Inferno nor the exploited
peasant land holdings of Manzoni’s Betrothed. They were, instead, the closest
that my dad, a non-churchgoer, came to Communion. Just him, a dry cool
wind, his earth, and the elements lit alive, nature transfigured in the name of
the new life that would arrive after winter. The fire crackled with a language
he would never abandon and could communicate to nobody; but it was his
one sole fluency, and he would take it with him when he left the world.
There’s ultimately a limit to how much anyone can sacrifice, even for a man
like my father, whose life had been defined by sustaining a large family of six
children and helping an extended family of brothers, sisters, nieces, and
nephews establish themselves in America. Here, before those red, yellow, and
orange flames, I had my rare glimpse into that off-limit space, absolutely
defined, that was his and his alone. My father may have given me life, but he
would never let me inside this silence.



As the years passed, my father surprised me from time to time, especially
during family rituals.When I moved furniture, lugging chests and drawers
under his imaginary surveillance, I waited for him to shout directions or criti-
cize my work. On Christmas Eve, when I surveyed the mounds of fish on our
table and decanted the homemade wine, I could hear him stumbling down the
pathway leading to the backdoor, filled with toasts and warnings and ready to
choreograph the distribution of gifts and blessings.When I helped bury the fig
tree each November, his voice warned me not to step on the branches of his
figutza. And when our neighbor and his best friend asked me over for a drink,
it was with my father’s words that I answered: “Sì, Michele, facciamo nu bic-
chieru.” Yes, we’ll pour a glass.

Dante wrote in his treatise on language that, though men and women must
communicate with words, angels can talk to one another in silence. Speaking
with someone who has died is like this.You learn early on that it is best to
concentrate on the person you’ve lost with as little verbal clutter as possible.
Perhaps this Calabrian I now speak with my father is the truly dead dialect,
the language that neither changes nor translates.When I think of him now, I
see him digging in his garden, unearthing the figutza from its winter slumber
and propping it up for the upcoming spring. Once I put a word to this picture,
however, once this figutza becomes a fico or a “fig tree,” he will have left me.
This is when mourning becomes memory, and when it’s time to say goodbye
to a language and a person I knew too briefly.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.Why did Alessandro Manzoni spend almost two decades translating The
Betrothed from one dialect to another instead of producing new creative
work during this time?

2.Why did the Italians choose the Tuscan dialect as the basis for their national
language after political unification in 1861?

3. How does my father’s linguistic journey from Calabria to America connect
to the ancient Italian questione della lingua (language question)?

Suggested Reading
Manzoni,Alessandro. The Betrothed. Trans. Bruce Penman. London: Penguin, 1976.

Literary Readings
Dante. De Vulgari Eloquentia [Eloquence in the Vernacular]. Ed. and trans. Steven

Botterill. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1996.

Other Books of Interest
Hall, Robert A. The Italian Questione della lingua. Chapel Hill, NC: University

of North Carolina Press, 1942.

Lepschy, Giulio. Mother Tongues and Other Reflections on the Italian Language.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002.

Websites of Interest
1. The Digital History website features an article on Italian immigration in the

United States in the nineteenth century. —
http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/historyonline/italian_immigration.cfm

2. The Open Directory Project website provides a list of links to Italian
American websites. —
http://search.dmoz.org/cgi-bin/search?search=italian+american

3. The American Immigration Law Foundation website provides an article on
Italian immigration in the United States, including the twentieth century. —
http://www.ailf.org/awards/benefit2004/ahp04essay.asp
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Lecture 9

Money Talks: Language and the Lira
in Post-Unification Italy

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is GiovanniVerga’s House by
the Medlar Tree.

t is a well-known fact that by the time of Italian unification in 1861,
when the Kingdom of Italy was proclaimed, only a small percentage of
the population actually spoke “Italian,” the Tuscan-derived national lan-

guage. Though much scholarly attention has been devoted to this questione
della lingua (the “language question” discussed in the previous two lectures), a
less-studied but major form of disunity was financial: By unification, hundreds
of different currencies needed to be converted into the new standard lira
established on August 24, 1862. Tuscany alone contained twenty-four different
forms of currency, and acts like the corso forzoso (forced circulation) that for-
bid the convertibility of the lira into
precious metals, failed to ensure the
widespread use of paper lira, which
represented only one-tenth of the
nation’s money supply by 1865.

A review of some representative
banknotes reveals the process of
visual standardization as the official
lira slowly replaced the nation’s other
financial currencies. The cursive script
of the Turinese banknote of 1796
(Figure 1) and the allegorical imagery
in another of Piedmont’s currencies
from 1799 (Figure 2) gave way to a
national lira that, as we see in an
example from 1883 (Figure 3)
replaced these more expressive and
aesthetically conceived predecessors
with a more sober and bureaucratic
design. It is crucial to consider these
banknotes not only as financial instru-
ments but also as examples of print
culture, because in post-unification
Italy they were one of the few things
that the largely illiterate population
could “read” and interpret.

I

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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The change in the design and diffusion of money was one of the many visceral
transitions in economic life documented by writers of the age. In The House by
the Medlar Tree (1881) by the acclaimed Sicilian author Giovanni Verga, the
author establishes a parallel between the language of proverbs and the socio-
economic codes of post-unification Sicily. For the most part, the rhetorically
unsophisticated characters of his novel, based on the gradual ruin of a family of
fisherman in the town of Aci Trezza, communicate via commonplaces and clichés
handed down over the centuries. Any reader of this text in non-Italian quickly
learns that it is difficult to translate in large part because of the highly specific
linguistic and cultural contexts of its proverbs. Because proverbs need to be
memorized to retain their ongoing significance, they test cultural memory.
Moreover, they are not meant to be “interpreted,” as they have one generally
acknowledged meaning. In The House by the Medlar Tree, the brimming maxims
are no less than codes of conduct for the inhabitants of Aci Trezza.

A principal conflict of the novel centers on the linguistic and economic strug-
gles between its two main characters, the patriarch Master ’Ntoni and his
grandson ’Ntoni, who wants to end his family’s longstanding poverty by fishing
on his own privately owned boat. In failing to respect what he calls the
“insipid talk” of the old (especially their proverbs), ’Ntoni shatters the linguis-
tic covenant binding him to earlier generations of Malavoglia. His quest for
personal identity—he shares his grandfather Master ’Ntoni’s name but not his
worldview—becomes a linguistic struggle against the proverbial strictures and
structures established by his elders (gli antichi) and the family dead (i morti).
He dares to interpret where interpretation is forbidden, and his transgression
transforms the epic narrative surrounding his family for centuries into a
pathos-laden modern novel.

It’s crucial to see ’Ntoni’s desire to question the fixed proverbs of his ances-
tors, gli antichi, as an allegory for his desire to leave their equally closed,
impenetrable economic practices and find new means of exchanging his labor.
His grandfather Master ’Ntoni faced a world that was everywhere introducing
powerful yet essentially meaningless abstractions like “country,” “capital,” and
“class”; his response was to cling to the old ways of working and speaking,
especially as encoded in his revered proverbs. The increased obsolescence of
Master ’Ntoni’s linguistic currency, the proverbs, parallels the ongoing irrele-
vance of his way of working and earning. The pathos of Master ’Ntoni’s
proverbial wisdom is that its meanings cannot survive the transition from a
premodern to a modern lin-
guistic system; in a word, his
proverbs, like the various
currencies superseded by
the lira, were no longer
legal tender.

“Stick to your trade, you may not get
rich but you’ll earn your bread.”

~Giovanni Verga,
The House by the Medlar Tree, 1881
Proverb spoken by Master ’Ntoni
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. In what ways is money a “language,” and how is this especially relevant in

the case of Italy in the period before and after the unification in 1861?

2.What are the main themes in the work of Giovanni Verga, and how does his
work illuminate Sicily’s linguistic and socioeconomic concerns of the late
nineteenth century?

3.What functions do proverbs have in Verga’s House by the Medlar Tree, and
how do these functions relate to the national desire to standardize the lira
after unification?

Suggested Reading
Verga, Giovanni. The House by the Medlar Tree. Trans. Raymond Rosenthal.

Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984.

Other Books of Interest
Croce, Benedetto. A History of Italy,1871–1915. Trans. Cecilia M. Ady. Oxford:

Clarendon, 1929.

Duggan, Christopher. The Force of Destiny: A History of Italy since 1796. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 2008.

Zamagni, Vera. The Economic History of Italy,1860–1990: Recovery After Decline.
Oxford: Clarendon, 1993.

SuggestedViewing
La Terra Trema [The Earth Trembles]. Directed by Luchino Visconti. Image

Entertainment, 2002, DVD.

Websites of Interest
1. Banknoteworld by Ron Wise features images of paper money from around

the world. — http://aes.iupui.edu/rwise

2. The Banca d’Italia website provides current information on the Italian econ-
omy and a section on the sesquicentennial of Italian Unification. —
http://www.bancaditalia.it/;internal&action=_setlanguage.action?
LANGUAGE=en
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t is not surprising that cinema emerged in the twentieth century as per-
haps the most influential of the Italian art forms. The Italian nation, of
course, has one of the most vaunted legacies in the visual arts, especial-

ly painting and sculpture, and it has for centuries been a privileged site for
experimenting with visual form. Moreover, as P. Adams Sitney emphasizes
throughout Vital Crises in Italian Cinema: Iconography, Stylistics, Politics (1995),
Italy’s traditions in the iconography and religious painting of the Renaissance
exerted a strong gravitational pull on the construction of the cinematic image
in filmmakers as diverse as Pier Paolo Pasolini and Roberto Rossellini. In a
word, Italy, as a land supremely accomplished in image making, was likely to
have a comparable tradition in the realm of moving pictures.

Few artistic movements in Italy of the past century were as important as cin-
ematic neorealism, which sought to “remake Italy” (rifare l’Italia) after World
War II by producing inspiring films about Italy’s working-class heroes and anti-
Fascist patriots. Two of the most influential films in the history of Italian cine-
ma, Rossellini’s Voyage to Italy (discussed in Lecture 5) and Michelangelo
Antonioni’s L’avventura (1960), felt deeply the legacy of neorealism, a documen-
tary-style approach that employed nonprofessional actors, natural lighting,
unadorned sets, and real-time shooting with little editing. In particular, the
ambiguous scenes of reconciliation that conclude each film represent a kind of
farewell to neorealism.

Characters in Voyage to Italy and L’avventura enjoy
the privilege of wavering over personal entangle-
ments and amorous ambiguity, a luxury inconceiv-
able to the partisans of a neorealist film like
Rossellini’s Rome, Open City (1945), which depicted
the struggle of Roman partisans against the occupy-
ing Nazi forces.When Antonioni claimed in 1958
that Italians should no longer make films about a
man who has had his bike stolen—a reference to
the neorealist classic The Bicycle Thief (1948) by
Vittorio De Sica—the admission was bittersweet:
sweet, in that most Italians of the 1950s didn’t suffer
the hardships depicted in films of the 1940s; yet bit-
ter, because many of the moral-ethical certainties
and much of the collective sense of engagement of

Lecture 10

End of the Affair in Italian Cinema

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Peter Bondanella’s Italian
Cinema: From Neorealism to the Present.

I

Italian movie poster for Voyage
to Italy, 1954.
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the immediate postwar period had disappeared along with its tribulations. The
lesson of Italian film history implies that it may have been easier to map the
contours of the bombed-out city, the subject of Rossellini’s film Germany,Year
Zero (1948) on postwar Berlin, than the bombed-out soul.

The title and theme of
Antonioni’s L’avventura contrast
with the bitter and dignified
necessities of Open City, Bicycle
Thief, and other neorealist works.
In essence, the film anatomizes a
trifling: a romantic adventure
between a playboy and a gor-
geous ingénue, whose introduc-
tion into Italian high society caus-
es her to lose her bearings and
betray the memory of her closest
friend. The word l’avventura in
Italian has two meanings: on the
one hand, the English cognate “adventure,” as in “eventful occurrence”; on the
other hand, and in more subtle fashion,“love affair,” as in “amorous adventure.”
The film begins innocuously enough. Two young Roman women, the rich Anna
(Lea Massari) and more humble Claudia—played by Monica Vitti, whose classic

Gabriele Ferzetti and Monica Vitti in a scene from
L’avventura directed by Michelangelo Antonioni, 1960.

Sandro (Gabriele Ferzetti) attempts to soothe Anna (Lea Massari) after an argument in this scene
from L’avventura.
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Greek mask of a face, according to Antonioni, suggested the impervious
nature of the film—join the successful and shallow contractor, Sandro (B-film
heartthrob Gabriele Ferzetti), on a pleasure cruise. The lovers Sandro and
Anna attempt to fill the gaps in their relationship with sex and bicker their
way from one Sicilian island to the next. On board the yacht, the banter and
flirtation fail to disguise the tension and dissatisfaction in all the wealthy char-
acters’ lives—except for the fresh, effervescent Claudia. Then Anna, after a
nasty exchange with Sandro (“I don’t feel you anymore,” she says. “Even yes-
terday, at my house [when we made love] you didn’t feel me anymore?” he
taunts her. “You always have to sully everything,” she responds), goes for a
swim and does not return. The subsequent search yields nothing. As the inves-
tigation continues, the tension between Sandro and Claudia rises. Just as all
are losing hope of finding Anna, Sandro imposes himself. Claudia’s protests
become increasingly halfhearted. Soon, they will begin their avventura.

The neorealist movement remains the overwhelming foundation myth of
the Italian film industry, at once its glorious point of departure and unat-
tainable aesthetic standard of excellence. Many of the films that followed
upon this lost golden age distanced themselves from neorealism in order to
find something believed to have been lost in the public platforms and slo-
gans of the postwar films. That such a quest should end in hearts breaking
on screen, as we see in Voyage
to Italy and L’avventura, is per-
haps inevitable. For the desire
to go beyond neorealism was a
melancholic one, fueled in part
by the need to chart what was
dissatisfied and incomplete in
couples who could only gain
each other by losing the
world. To love in this way,
both Rossellini and Antonioni
understood, was neither new
nor real.

Italian movie poster for L’avventura, 1960.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.What are the principal elements of cinematic neorealism, and why did it

become such a force in Italian artistic and sociopolitical life?
2. How are the scenes of reconciliation at the conclusion of Voyage to Italy and
L’avventura related, and in what ways are they a kind of farewell to the
themes and techniques of neorealism?

3.Why did neorealism, for all its extraordinary achievements, become a bur-
den to directors like Antonioni—and even, Rossellini, the director generally
credited with inaugurating the movement?

Suggested Reading
Bondanella, Peter. Italian Cinema: From Neorealism to the Present. 3rd ed. New

York: Continuum, 2001.

Other Books of Interest
Brunette, Peter. Roberto Rossellini. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987.
Marcus, Millicent. Italian Film in the Light of Neorealism. Princeton, NJ: Princeton

University Press,1986.
Nowell-Smith, Geoffrey. L’avventura. BFI Film Classics. London: British Film

Institute, 2008.
Sitney, P. Adams. Vital Crises in Italian Cinema: Iconography, Stylistics, Politics.

Austin,TX: University of Texas Press, 1995.

Interviews and Essays by the Directors
Antonioni, Michelangelo. Architecture of Vision:Writings and Interviews on Cinema.

Eds. Carlo di Carlo, Giorgio Tinazzi, and Marga Cottina-Jones. Chicago, IL:
University of Chicago Press, 2007.

Rossellini, Roberto. My Method:Writings and Interviews. Ed. Adriano Aprà. Trans.
Annapaola Cancogni. New York: Marsilio, 1993.

SuggestedViewing
L’Avventura [The Adventure]. Directed by Michelangelo Antonioni. Criterion,

2001, DVD.
Voyage to Italy. Directed by Roberto Rossellini. Connoisseur/Meridian, 1992

(1954), VHS.

Websites of Interest
The Rai Internazionale Italica website provides “Moments of Italian Cinema”:

clips from Italian movies. — http://www.italica.rai.it/eng/cinema
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f there is one subject that, in all my years as a teacher of Italian, people
are eager to discuss, it is la cucina italiana (Italian cuisine). And who can
blame them. Italians are celebrated worldwide for the honest, down-to-

earth deliciousness of their largely peasant and local cooking traditions.You do
not need culinary certification, fancy pots and pans, or an expensive range to
prepare food Italian style. As I like to tell people, Italy is a nation of cooks, not
chefs. Food represents a way of life for Italians and permeates all levels of
society, from rich to poor, urban to rural, simple to sophisticated. In a nation
of divisions and schisms—of, as I have often mentioned, shadows—Italian food
represents a unifying ray of light. But make no mistake: It is not a beam cast
evenly. Just as the nation’s language represents its fragmented history, so too
does its food. There exists, in fact, no greater indicator of the regional diversi-
ty in Italy than its cuisine. In the same way that the Sicilian accent and dialect
are often unintelligible to a northerner, so too can the Ligurian pesto sauce
confound a Neapolitan accustomed to lathering his pasta in tomato sauce or
squid ink. The Calabrian sausage, the spicy red sopressata (literally,“sup-
pressed”), looks and of course tastes very different than the lighter würstel of
Friuli. The eggplant parmesan in Puglia is tinged to a tomato hue; the Milanese
version is a crisp golden brown, not a hint of red to be found. And if you think
the Italians are all pasta-mad then try spending time in Tuscany, where your
first course is just as likely to be
pappa al pomodoro (tomato
broth) as it is lasagna or spaghet-
ti. There are in fact many dishes
that, like certain words, cannot
be translated or “carried over”
from one region to the next. The
Tuscan ribollita, a “twice-boiled”
vegetable stew, consists of a
locally grown ingredient difficult
to find in other Italian soil, the
black cabbage.You can make it, of
course, with red cabbage; but
then you would be eating in
translation, just like reading the
Divine Comedy in a foreign tongue

Lecture 11

Slow Food, Italian Style

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Carlo Petrini’s Slow Food:
The Case for Taste.

I

A Tuscan ribollita made with bread and cavalo nero (black
cabbage, in the background).
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and not Italian. It would still taste
good, even great—but it would not
be the real thing.

Perhaps the most important philoso-
pher and political figure involved in
promoting the Italian approach to
culinary culture is Carlo Petrini,
founder of the Slow Food movement.
Alice Waters, American food guru and
chef at Berkeley’s renowned Chez
Panisse, describes in her forward to
Petrini’s Slow Food: The Case for Taste
how he emerged on the scene in
1986 by organizing a memorable
protest against the McDonald’s built
near the Spanish Steps in Rome:

The protestors, whom Carlo armed with bowls of penne, defiantly and
deliciously stated their case against the global standardization of the
world’s food.With this symbolic act, Carlo inspired a following and
sparked the Slow Food movement. . . . Since then, Slow Food has grown
into a global organization that supports and celebrates food traditions in
more than forty countries worldwide. . . . Under Carlo’s remarkable lead-
ership, Slow Food has become a standard bearer against the fast-food val-
ues that threaten to homogenize and industrialize our food heritage. . . .
Slow Food reminds us that food is more than fuel to be consumed as
quickly as possible and that, like anything worth doing, eating takes time.

Petrini himself notes in his preface that Slow Food is not just the title of a
book or the name of a movement but above all a set of convictions based on
the notion that eating should be an enjoyable, quality experience beholden to
healthy, flavorful, and varied food—in a word, the opposite of fast food. In the
preface to the American edition, he adds that the United States is where the
Slow Food movement is growing the fastest, but it is also “where the industri-
alization of agriculture and production methods that first spawned fast food”
developed. “No other country in the world,” he continues,“has comparable
problems of obesity” as America,“where many people eat irregularly and
mindlessly, simply loading up their bodies with fuel.”

I quote below Petrini’s “Official Slow Food Manifesto”:

• Our century, which began and has developed under the insignia of
industrial civilization, first invented the machine and then took its life
as a model.

• We are enslaved by speed and have all succumbed to the same insidi-
ous virum: Fast Life, which disrupts our habits, pervades the privacy of
our homes and forces us to eat Fast Foods.

Carlo Petrini speaking at the Identità Golose
Conference (an international chef and gastronomers
conference), London, 2010.
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• To be worthy of the name,Homo sapiens should rid himself of speed
before it reduces him to a species in danger of extinction.

• A firm defense of quiet material pleasure is the only way to oppose
the universal folly of the Fast Life.

• May suitable doses of guaranteed sensual pleasure and slow, long-last-
ing enjoyment preserve us from the contagion of the multitude who
mistake frenzy for efficacy.

• Our defense should begin at the table with Slow Food. Let us redis-
cover the flavors and savors of regional cooking and banish the
degrading effects of Fast Food.

• In the name of productivity, Fast Life has changed our way of being
and threatens our environment and our landscapes. So Slow Food is
now the only true progressive answer.

• That is what real culture is all about: developing taste rather than
demeaning it. And what better way to set about this than an interna-
tional exchange of experiences, knowledges, and projects.

• Slow Food guarantees a better future.

• Slow Food is an idea that needs plenty of qualified experts who can
help turn this (slow) motion into an international movement, with a
little snail as its symbol.

However laudable many may find the aims and protocols of Slow Food, it is
by no means a “warm and fuzzy” organization dedicated to promoting the
benefits of good eating. It has an agenda that both unites and divides. In the
recent NewYork Times article “Slow Food Savors Its Big Moment,” Kim
Severson notes:

The American wing of the Slow Food
movement, which began in Italy in 1986, has
a tendency to polarize people.When it first
took root here in 1998, some people were
drawn to its philosophy, while others were
put off by what they saw as elitism and an
inflated sense of importance.

Echoing the above, some critics of the move-
ment believe that Slow Food is too ideological
(it is openly leftist); that it has luddite, antitech-
nological biases; that it is too antiglobalization;
and that, above all, its message is lost on the
“average person.” It has been thought of as
haute food philosophy for the chattering class-
es. Still, there is no denying its reach: It has at
present over one hundred thousand members
in over one hundred thirty countries.
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A Slow Food U.S.A. poster.
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One can get a taste of Petrini’s combi-
nation of charm and potential to offend
from his remarks cited in Severson’s
article: “I always say a gastronome who
isn’t an environmentalist is just stupid,
and I say an environmentalist who isn’t a
gastronome is just sad.” He has written that part of Slow Food’s problem
has been the unease that words like pleasure and hedonism give in our mod-
ern age. Pleasure, indeed, is one word that Italian cooking brings to mind;
communication is another. As the food historian Giovanni Rebora notes,
“Basically, eating is not an art, not a literature, not even a science. How can
one study a function so basic, so necessary? . . . Doing so opens a window
on the history and anthropology of food. Both cuisine and the banquet are
forms of communication!”
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“Life is a combination of
magic and pasta.”

~Federico Fellini
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1. How are Italy’s regional differences in culture reflected in its food?

2.Why did Carlo Petrini begin the Slow Food movement, and what are its
principal aims and overarching political agenda?

3. In your view, will the Slow Food movement continue to catch on in the
United States?

Suggested Reading
Petrini, Carlo. Slow Food: The Case for Taste. Trans.William McCuaig. New York:

Columbia University Press, 2003.

Other Books of Interest
Petrini, Carlo. Slow Food Nation:Why Our Food Should Be Good, Clean, and Fair.

Trans. Clara Furlan and Jonathan Hunt. New York: Rizzoli, 2007.

Rebora, Giovanni. Culture of the Fork: A Brief History of Food in Europe. Trans.
Albert Sonnenfield. New York: Columbia University Press, 2001.

Varriano, John. Tastes and Temptations: Food and Art in Renaissance Italy. Berkeley,
CA: University of California Press, 2009.

Websites of Interest
1. The University of Gastronomic Sciences was founded in 2004 by the inter-

national nonprofit Slow Food in cooperation with the Italian regions of
Piedmont and Emilia-Romagna. Its goal is to create an international research
and education center for those working on renewing farming methods, pro-
tecting biodiversity, and building an organic relationship between gastrono-
my and agricultural science. — http://www.unisg.it/welcome_eng.lasso

2. The BNET website features an article by Marilyn Alva that appeared in the
Nation’s Restaurant News, May 5, 1986, entitled “World’s largest McDonald’s
opens to big crowds in Rome; some call new 425-seat unit the ‘death of
Italian cuisine.’” —
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m3190/is_v20/ai_4234025
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Lecture 12

Mamma’s Boys

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is The Family in Italy
from Antiquity to the Present, edited by David Kertzer and
Richard P. Saller.

n Nanni Moretti’s film Dear Diary (1993), two characters, Moretti him-
self and his friend Gerardo, visit the Sicilian island of Salina as part of
their failed journey south for culture free from a postmodern society’s

consumer view. But their sojourn proves just as problematic as in Sicily’s
other increasingly modernized venues, as the two embark on a mock-Homeric
adventure in this Land of the Unruly First Borns, an island where the single
progeny of each family rules the household with unshakeable authority. Salina
is a place of infantilized culture, a satire of both a society obsessed with eter-
nal, wrinkle-free youth and the stereotypically Italian smothering response to
the problem of crescita zero (zero growth), Italy’s low birth rate. In one
extended sequence, Moretti calls a series of homes on the phone and each
time, the only child answers. Instead of passing the phone to their parents,
these spoiled progeny make Moretti imitate the sounds of their favorite ani-
mals. Things are worse with Moretti’s host family, whose parents dote so
excessively on their children that they crawl into bed with them in the small
hours of the morning, just in case they are afraid—and not just of the dark,
but of life itself. The parents tell Moretti that they read everything to their
children, Hegel, Leibniz, even tutto Tacito (all of Tacitus), but merely as yet
another form of therapeutic entertainment. The received wisdom of the past
resurfaces as a child’s bedtime reading in childish Salina.

However satirical, Moretti is making an important point about actual crises in
the Italian family, one famously echoed eight years later on the popular
American television show 60 Minutes. Aired in 2001, Lesley Stahl’s interview
segment “Mammoni” (“Mamma’s
Boys”) produced an unflattering
portrait of the roughly fifty per-
cent of single Italian men who
still live at home. Most of these
men are, in no sense of the
word,“losers”: For example, two
men interviewed by Stahl were
well-groomed, educated profes-
sionals, with girlfriends and a

I

An Italian mother serves her adult son break-
fast before he goes out for the day.
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rich social life. But, repeat, girlfriends, not wives, nor had these men transi-
tioned to fatherhood. In one signatory image, a white-haired mother shipped a
bag of clean laundry on the local bus for drop-off at her son’s, who had finally
flown the nest and moved cross-town. In Italy, one does not cut the apron
strings or umbilical cord, just stretch it out: An article in 2007 by Chris V.
Thangham in Digital Journal reports that many Italian men continue to send
their laundry home to their mothers, and 43 percent, when they finally do
move out, live less than a mile from their parents.

According to the Independent online edition, in 2002 the Italian highest court,
the Corte di Cassazione, turned down an appeal by a Neapolitan professor
who was sick of his freeloading son and wanted him to be forced to accept a
job. The court ruled: “There is nothing wrong in the conduct of a young per-
son, especially if he comes from a well-to-do family, in refusing a job that does
not correspond to his training, habits, attitudes and interests.” The plaintiff in
this case wanted to stop sending his twenty-nine-year-old son, a law graduate,
his monthly allowance of 750 Euro, on the grounds that he continuously
turned down jobs, bought an apartment in an expensive part of town, and
held a trust fund in the amount of 258,000 Euro.

The reasons for the mammoni run deep into the soil of Italian culture, reveal-
ing both its richness and its weeds. In The Family in Italy from Antiquity to the
Present, the editors David Kertzer and Richard P. Saller warn that “a history of
a family should incorporate not simply a description of its features but also an
understanding of how families interact with the wider environment.” This is
especially important in the case of the mammoni. In the first place, Italy, both
fairly and at times unjustly, has long been accused of “putting the family first,”
which of course mammoni basically do by choosing to remain physically (as
well as emotionally) ensconced within the family walls. The most infamous of
these studies of the Italian family, Edward C. Banfield’s ominously titled The
Moral Basis of a Backward Society, examined the southern Italian town of
Chiaromonte (now Montegrano) in Potenza province and concluded that the
inhabitants were “amoral familists” among
whom “no one will further the interest of the
group or community except if it has private
advantage to do so.” As a result, Montegrano
lacked “the civic improvement associations,
organized charities, and leading citizens who
take initiative in public service.” Joseph
LaPalombara backed Banfield’s view when he
argued that, for countless young Italians, the
family was the form of “primary socialization.”
Public institutions like schools, according to

Photograph of an elderly citizen of Montegrano and his grandson
taken by Edward Banfield in 1958 while he was living in the town
and studying its residents.
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LaPalombara, fail to “provide tens of thousands of Italians with a coherent
view of the national political system and with a sense of efficacious involve-
ment in it.” This sentiment is echoed in the important study by Robert D.
Putnam,Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy (1993), where a
central thesis is that the family’s strong presence in southern Italian life
worked against its creating the loose, informal, though extremely important
local civic traditions that have long defined American politics.

But there is another side to the question of the mammone, one more positive
for what it says about the Italian family. For example, in Malcolm Gladwell’s
recent book Outliers: The Story of Success (2008), family life plays a significant
role in the account of the Italian-American town of Roseto, Pennsylvania, and
its miraculous history of health. The sociologist who studied the Rosetans was
astonished to find the intergenerational connections among the members of
town, something increasingly rare in the rest of America. He notes: “I remem-
ber going to Roseto for the first time, and you’d see three-generational family
meals, all the bakeries, the people walking up and down the street, sitting on
their porches talking to each other, the blouse mills where the women
worked during the day, while the men worked in the slate quarries,” John
Bruhn said. “It was magical.”

The lessons of Roseto suggest that we must resist the urge to laugh at the
mammone and situate this phenomenon in the larger context of Italian family
life, both in its positive and negative aspects. The medical and sociological studies
of Roseto show that there are health benefits—let alone psychological and spiri-
tual ones—to a life shared with different generations of family and community.
Part of the impulse keeping mammoni spoiled and swaddled into middle age may
be laziness, immaturity, and selfish desire for convenience and comfort; but part
of it is also an ancient attachment to kith and kin that has given Italy some of its
most profound domestic achievements and sources of happiness and pride.

Family portrait of a large Sicilian clan, ca. 1937.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.Why do such a high percentage of Italian single men continue to live at

home, and what are the broader implications of the mammoni (mamma’s
boys) for Italian society?

2. How does the Italian family, as a social and historical institution, help to
explain the phenomenon of the mammone?

3. How does Fellini’s film on the vitelloni (overgrown calves) illuminate the
issue of the mammone?

Suggested Reading
Kertzer, David, and Richard P. Saller, eds. The Family in Italy from Antiquity to the
Present. New Haven, CT:Yale University Press, 1991.

Other Books of Interest
Banfield, Edward C. The Moral Basis of a Backward Society. New York: Free

Press, 1967 (1956).

Bernini, Stefania. Family Life and Individual Welfare in Post-War Europe: Britain and
Italy Compared. London: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007.

Gladwell, Malcolm. Outliers: The Story of Success. New York: Little, Brown, 2008.

Putnam, Robert D., Robert Leonardi, and Raffaella Y. Nonetti. Making
Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1993.

SuggestedViewing
60 Minutes. “Mammoni.” Episode 20, Season 33. Lesley Stahl interview. March

4, 2001. Four segments of the interview are available at the following Web
address. — http://www.flaglerchat.com/forum/showthread.php?t=22513

Caro Diario [Dear Diary]. Directed by Nanni Moretti. New Line Home Video,
1998, VHS.

I Vitelloni. Directed by Federico Fellini. Criterion, 2004, DVD.

Websites of Interest
1. Edward C. Banfield—An Online Resource website by Kevin R. Kosar provides

biographical information, bibliographies, and copies of Banfield’s writings. —
http://www.kevinrkosar.com/Edward-C-Banfield

2. The Annotico Report website provides an article written by Malcolm Moore
that appeared in the London Telegraph on October 5, 2007, entitled “Italy to
Bribe ‘Mammoni’ to Leave Home.” —
http://www.annoticoreport.com/2007/10/italy-to-bribe-mammoni-to-leave-
home.html
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hen Italian Americans claim cultural ancestry in the land of Dante-
Michelangelo-Galileo, they are engaging to some extent in a public
act of wish fulfillment. The above three figures, like most Italians for-

eigners recognize, were citizens of northern Italy. Home to Italy’s more pros-
perous regions, the Italian north has historically been the seat of the nation’s
political power, material wealth, and cosmopolitan relations. This is not to say
that the south has lagged behind the north in artistic or cultural terms, or that
the south has not flourished politically in the past. No serious student of Italian
history fails to recognize the value of movements like the medieval Sicilian
School of poetry and New Science of Baroque Naples, or of such epochal
southern intellectuals as Giordano Bruno, Benedetto Croce, Francesco De
Sanctis, and Giambattista Vico, to name only a few. The fact remains, however,
that the Italian north has traditionally viewed the south as a massive altro or
“other,” in both actual political life and in works of the imagination. Southern
Italy even has its own name: the mezzogiorno,“land of the midday sun,” a phrase
that evokes its often relentless ash-dry heat. As a political quandary, the region
has earned the ominous epithet, the Southern Question.

The Southern Question
stretches back to the ancient
Romans, who converted the
politically volatile regions of
Sicily and the nearby
provinces into protofeudal
latifundia, great landed
estates of industrial-scale
farming that were largely
dependent on slave labor and
helped feed the Empire.
Later, during the culmination
of the centuries-long
Risorgimento, the south wit-
nessed the most dramatic
battles and political maneu-
verings in the forging of Italy.
The patriot Giuseppe
Garibaldi landed with his

Lecture 13

The Southern Question

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Italy’s “Southern
Question”: Orientalism in One Country, edited by Jane Schneider.

W

REGIONS
OF ITALY

The labeled provinces in
the light yellow area of the
map are those generally
considered to make up
“Southern Italy.”
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mille (thousand soldiers) in Sicily in 1860 and gradually led his troops into the
mainland, along the way rallying local partisans to the cause of unification—a
cause administered partly for private benefit by the northern province of
Piedmont and its ruler, the eventual King of Italy Vittorio Emanuele II. More
recently, the traditionally Catholic, conservative, and family-oriented south
constituted a pillar of support for politicians aligned with the Christian
Democrats, the party that controlled Italian politics from the 1940s to the
1990s and that was sustained in part by the United States government’s finan-
cial backing for their anticommunist agenda.
The Southern Question has been a conceptual export of the broadest

reach, especially in the United States. The great majority of Italian Americans
descend from the mezzogiorno. Although Italians have been immigrating to the
United States from as far back as the 1700s, the notion of an Italian American
only came into existence after the period of mass emigration from southern
Italy to the United States in the 1880s to 1920s. For example, in 1778 a for-
mer Florentine tailor named Carlo Bellini became the first chairman of mod-
ern languages at an American college,William and Mary, where he taught
Italian, French, German, and Spanish. Bellini also served as Virginia’s Secretary
of Foreign Affairs and counted as one of his friends no less than Thomas
Jefferson. The eminent Venetian adventurer, memoirist, playwright, and libret-
tist for Mozart, Lorenzo da Ponte, also taught for many years at Columbia,
where today a chair of Italian studies is named in his honor. But who would
label these Enlightenment literati “Italian Americans”? In order to qualify for
that designation, one usually experiences the relationship to the motherland,
Italy, in terms of an absence or loss. As a rule, Italian Americans do not, like
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In 1900, these Italian immigrants provided manual labor laying trolley tracks along Maple Street in
Springfield, Massachusetts. Most emigrated from Southern Italy and spoke little, if any, English when they
first arrived.
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the scholars mentioned above, consider l’Ameriga to be a mere stopping
point en route to a distinguished career. The earnest rhetoric of immigration
(Old Country, New World, American Dream, Melting Pot, etc.) suggests how
high the stakes are for those who, like the Italians who arrived in the United
States during the waves of mass exodus, abandoned their patria out of neces-
sity rather than choice. Many descendents from the mezzogiorno carry within
an invisible wound—what Hegel called a “scar of the spirit”—that goes by
the name “the Italy I never knew.”

When considered in the light of the Southern Question, the great American
myth of the Mafia begins to make sense, as the Mafia was exported to the U.S.
from the Italian south. Thanks largely to the runaway success of the Godfather
films and programs like The Sopranos, the Mafia continues to be a major point
of reference in public discussions about Italian and Italian-American culture.
There are certainly other places that one could look to for an understanding
of Italian-American culture—for example, Pietro di Donato’s novel Christ in
Concrete (1939), the moving autobiographical story of a young boy who is
forced to work as a bricklayer in New York after his father dies in a construc-
tion accident. Rich in descriptions of the brutal working conditions faced by
tens of thousands of Italian immigrants, the novel also contains graphic
accounts of the prejudices linked to this ethnic group. There is also a cascade
of autobiographical works by authors ranging from John Fante and Jerry
Mangione to Gay Talese and Helen Barolini on the subject of Italian-American
identity. But none of these works manages to inspire the public to wonder
about the mysteries of Italian America on the scale that the Corleone and
Soprano families do.

Many Italian-American organizations have understandably argued for more
representative images, beyond the Mafia clichés, for Americans of Italian origin.
Tens of millions strong, Italian Americans form one of the nation’s largest eth-
nic groups and have produced, just to name a few, such prominent Americans
as the Yankee Clipper, two Supreme Court justices, a woman vice-presidential
candidate, and three governors of New York; yet the negative stereotypes
endure. I believe that it will be difficult to create the Great Italian-American
book, film, etc. For a foundation myth to take root, either a profound sense of
cultural coherence or an equally deep desire to reestablish a lost connection
to a point of origin must be in effect. But for so many Italian Americans, the
connection to the homeland Italy is often an anxious one, inflected by the his-
torical divisions between upper and lower Italy. Thus, the Southern Question
returns us to the famous words of the statesman Massimo D’Azeglio after
national unification in 1861,“We have created Italy; now we need to create
Italians.” Though there is only one official “Italy,” there remain many kinds of
Italians, and those of the south continue to play out, at home and abroad,
crises of national exclusion as well as wonders of local identity that have
existed for centuries.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.Why has the so-called Southern Question been, historically, one of the

greatest sources of contention in Italian history?

2. How has the Southern Question shaped, directly and indirectly, the way that
many Italian Americans (most of whom are of southern-Italian descent)
view their cultural origins?

3. Why has the Mafia remained such an enduring symbol of Italian-
American life?

Suggested Reading
Schneider, Jane, ed. Italy’s “Southern Question”: Orientalism in One Country.

Oxford: Berg, 1998.

Literary Reading
Lampedusa, Giuseppe di. The Leopard. Trans. Guido Waldman. New York:

Pantheon, 2007.

Other Books of Interest
Donato, Pietro di. Christ in Concrete. New York: NAL Trade, 2004.

Rotella, Mark. Stolen Figs: And Other Adventures in Calabria. New York: North
Point, 2003.

SuggestedViewing
Coppola, Francis Ford. Godfather. Godfather II. The Godfather DVD Collection.

Paramount, 2001, DVD.

Visconti, Luchino. The Leopard. Criterion, 2004, DVD.

Websites of Interest
The Center for Digital Discourse and Culture website at Virginia Tech pro-
vides the text of an unfinished 1926 essay by political theorist (and leader of
the Italian Communist Party at one time) Antonio Gramsci entitled “Some
Aspects of the Southern Question” from his Selections from Political Writings,
1921–1926. —
http://www2.cddc.vt.edu/marxists/archive/gramsci/works/1926/10/southern_
question.htm



hat is the secret to the “fine art of being Italian”? Why, historically,
has the question “What is an Italian?” been much more important
than the question “What is Italy?” And why are so many foreigners

obsessed with italianità (“Italian-ness” or “Italian identity”)?

The question of italianità stretches as far back as Dante, whose Eloquence in the
Vernacular describes Italy—“bel paese dove ’l sì suona” (“beautiful land where ‘sì’
resounds” [Inferno 33, 80])—as a naturally circumscribed linguistic entity that
should also enjoy political unity. His Divine Comedy promotes the image of Italy
as the ancient giardino (garden) of Caesarean Rome as well as the future site of
a new Holy Roman Empire. The idea of Italy, as I discussed in Lecture 1, pre-
dates its actual foundation in 1861 by some two thousand years. Indeed, though
Italy is officially one of Europe’s youngest states, as a cultural construct or what
the scholar Benedict Anderson calls an “imagined community,” it designates,
alongside Greece, one of the two foundational “nationalisms” in the West.

Lacking a country for so many centuries, Italians theorized obsessively about
their own national character. Famously, the Italian patriot Massimo D’Azeglio
summed up the crisis in his Memoirs (1867) when he wrote, just a few years
after unification,“L’Italia è fatta. Restano da fare gli italiani” (“Italy has been
made; now it remains to make Italians”). The Italians, according to the poet
Giacomo Leopardi (1798–1837), distinguished themselves (negatively in his
view) from other European nations in their lack of what he called “society.”
Leopardi adduced many reasons for this absence: the warm Italian climate that
compelled his fellow countrymen to spend their days in the open air instead
of the drawing room; the natural vivacity of the Italian character that drew it
to spectacles and pleasures rather than to spiritual contemplation; and power-
ful institutions like the church and family that mitigated against forming the
intense social bonds and public morality that defined life in northern neigh-
bors like England and France.

Leopardi was not alone in this line of thought. In “Tragedy without Society:
Alfieri’s Italian Theater and the Discourse of Value” (2009), I discussed the
pre-Romantic writer Vittorio Alfieri’s
belief that his fellow Italians lacked society,
which compelled him to create a national
tragic genre that he hoped could instill in
his people a moral code they failed to

“You may have the universe
if I may have Italy.”

~Giuseppe Verdi
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Lecture 14

The Fine Art of Being Italian

The Suggested Reading for this lecture is Beppe Severgnini’s La
Bella Figura: A Field Guide to the Italian Mind.

W
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“Certainly, in Italy, nobody
takes light for granted.”

~Barbara Steele

Sunset at the Piazzale
Michelangelo in Florence.
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generate on their own. Alfieri, like Leopardi, wished that Italians would witness
the arrival of public forms of reason through institutions that elsewhere were
transforming European life: the coffee house (England), salon (France), and
table society (Germany). The German philosopher Jürgen Habermas connect-
ed such institutions to the birth of a “public sphere”: a place for debating the
major issues of the day and creating public opinion.

The concern with Italian identity and society continues unabated. As I pre-
pared to board a flight in Florence for Rome then New York in January 2010, I
lingered in the bookstore and found the usual list of titles on italianità. Recent
books like Caratteraccio: Come (non) si diventa italiani (Lousy Character: How
(Not) to Become Italian [2009]) by Vittorio Zucconi and Fratture italiane (Place
and Memory in the Twentieth-Century Italian City [2009]) by John Foot join such
illustrious predecessors as Giuliano Bollati, L’italiano: Il carattere nazionale come
storia e come invenzione (The Italian: National Character as History and Invention
[1983]) and Luigi Barzini, The Italians (1964). Leopardi summed it up when he
suggested that there seemed to be no nationality more open to speculation,
more of a mystery, than the Italians. So what is the state of this “mystery”
today, in a land I have been calling “chiaroscuro nation,” the home of dramatic
contrasts of light and dark, of shadows so rich we might call them tenebrous?
We are unlikely to find a definitive answer to the question. Indeed, the con-
temporary writer Beppe Severgnini reminds us that part of the difficulty of
defining “Italy” stems from our different approaches to it:

First of all, let’s get one thing straight.Your Italy and our Italia are not
the same thing. Italy is a soft drug peddled in predictable packages, such
as hills in the sunset, olive groves, lemon trees, white wine and raven-
haired girls. Italia, on the other hand, is a maze. It’s alluring but compli-
cated. In Italia, you can go round and round in circles for years.Which is
of course fun.

As Severgnini suggests, we should accept that we will never “figure out”
Italia—the key is to have fun trying and, along the way, deepen our under-
standing of this ancient, mysterious, and chiaroscuro culture.
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FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Questions
1.Why are terms like bella figura and sprezzatura so hard to define? And at the

same time, what makes them so quintessentially “Italian”?

2.Why did so many thinkers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
believe that Italy lacked a “society,” and what were the implications of this
supposed absence?

3. Knowing what you do now, why do you think I coined the term
“chiaroscuro nation” in Lecture 1 to describe Italy?

Suggested Reading
Severgnini, Beppe. La Bella Figura: A Field Guide to the Italian Mind. New York:

Broadway Books, 2006.

Literary Reading
Castiglione, Baldassare. The Book of the Courtier. Ed. Daniel Javitch. Trans.

Charles S. Singleton. Norton Critical Edition. New York: Norton, 2002.

Staël, Madame de. Corinne, or Italy. Trans. Sylvia Raphael. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1998.

Other Books of Interest
Hales, Dianne. La Bella Lingua: My Love Affair with Italian, the World’s Most
Enchanting Language. New York: Broadway Books, 2010.

Stewart-Steinberg, Suzanne. The Pinocchio Effect: On Making Italians,1860–1920.
Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2007.

Articles of Interest
Luzzi, Joseph. “Tragedy without Society: Alfieri’s Italian Theater and the

Discourse of Value.” European Romantic Review 20, 2009, pp. 581–591.
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COURSE MATERIALS

Suggested Readings
Black, Jeremy. Italy and the Grand Tour. New Haven, CT:Yale University

Press, 2003.
Bondanella, Peter. Italian Cinema: From Neorealism to the Present. 3rd ed. New

York: Continuum, 2001.
Foscolo, Ugo. “Ugo Foscolo: Sepulchers.” Trans. Peter Burian. Literary Imagination

4, 2002, pp. 17–30.
Hales, Dianne. La Bella Lingua: My Love Affair with Italian, the World’s Most
Enchanting Language. New York: Broadway Books, 2010.

Hollander, Robert. Dante: A Life in Works. New Haven, CT:Yale University
Press, 2001.

Kertzer, David, and Richard P. Saller, eds. The Family in Italy from Antiquity to the
Present. New Haven, CT:Yale University Press, 1991.

Lewis, R.W.B. The City of Florence: Historical Vistas and Personal Sightings. New
York: Holt, 1996 (1986).

Luzzi, Joseph. Romantic Europe and the Ghost of Italy. New Haven, CT:Yale
University Press, 2008.

Manzoni,Alessandro. The Betrothed. Trans. Bruce Penman. London: Penguin, 1976.
Petrarch, Francesco. Petrarch’s Lyric Poems: The Rime sparse and Other Lyrics.

Trans. Robert M. Durling. 2nd ed. Cambridge, MA, Harvard University
Press, 2005.

Petrini, Carlo. Slow Food: The Case for Taste. Trans.William McCuaig. New York:
Columbia University Press, 2003.

Schneider, Jane, ed. Italy’s “Southern Question”: Orientalism in One Country.
Oxford: Berg, 1998.

Severgnini, Beppe. La Bella Figura: A Field Guide to the Italian Mind. New York:
Broadway Books, 2006.

Verga, Giovanni. The House by the Medlar Tree. Trans. Raymond Rosenthal.
Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1984.

Other Books of Interest
Ardizzone, Maria Luisa. Guido Cavalcanti: The Other Middle Ages. Toronto:

University of Toronto Press, 2002.

Banfield, Edward C. The Moral Basis of a Backward Society. New York: Free
Press, 1967 (1956).

Bernini, Stefania. Family Life and Individual Welfare in Post-War Europe: Britain and
Italy Compared. London: Palgrave MacMillan, 2007.

Brunette, Peter. Roberto Rossellini. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987.
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Caesar, Michael, ed. Dante: The Critical Heritage 1314(?)–1870. New ed. New
York: Routledge, 1996 (1989).

Capek-Habekovic, Romana, and Claudio Mazzola. A Vicenda: Cultura. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 2008.

Croce, Benedetto. A History of Italy,1871–1915. Trans. Cecilia M. Ady. Oxford:
Clarendon, 1929.

Donato, Pietro di. Christ in Concrete. New York: NAL Trade, 2004.
Duggan, Christopher. The Force of Destiny: A History of Italy since 1796. Boston,

MA: Houghton Mifflin, 2008.
Ginsborg, Paul. Silvio Berlusconi: Television, Power and Patrimony. New updated ed.

New York: Verso, 2005.
Gladwell, Malcolm. Outliers: The Story of Success. New York: Little, Brown, 2008.
Hales, Dianne. La Bella Lingua: My Love Affair with Italian, the World’s Most
Enchanting Language. New York: Broadway Books, 2010.

Hall, Robert A. The Italian Questione della lingua. Chapel Hill, NC: University
of North Carolina Press, 1942.

Harrison, Robert Pogue. “The Ghost of Cavalcanti.” The Body of Beatrice: A
Phenomenology of the Vita nuova. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1988.

Jones,Tobias. The Dark Heart of Italy. New York: North Point Press, 2005.
Kroeber, Karl. The Artifice of Reality: Poetic Style in Wordsworth, Foscolo, Keats, and
Leopardi. Madison,WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1964.

Lazzarino, Graziana, Andrea Dini, and Maria Cristina Peccianti. Prego! An
Invitation to Italian. 7th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2007.

Leavitt, David. Florence: A Delicate Case. New York: Bloomsbury, 2002.
Lepschy, Giulio. Mother Tongues and Other Reflections on the Italian Language.

Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002.
Lewis, R.W.B. Dante. A Penguin Life. New York: Penguin Putnam, 2001.
Marcus, Millicent. Italian Film in the Light of Neorealism. Princeton, NJ: Princeton

University Press,1986.
Nowell-Smith, Geoffrey. L’avventura. BFI Film Classics. London: British Film

Institute, 2008.
Pearl, Matthew. The Dante Club: A Novel. New York: Ballantine Books, 2006.
Petrini, Carlo. Slow Food Nation:Why Our Food Should Be Good, Clean, and Fair.

Trans. Clara Furlan and Jonathan Hunt. New York: Rizzoli, 2007.
Putnam, Robert D., Robert Leonardi, and Raffaella Y. Nonetti. Making
Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1993.

Ragusa, Olga. Essential Italian Grammar. New York: Dover, 1963.
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Rebora, Giovanni. Culture of the Fork: A Brief History of Food in Europe. Trans.
Albert Sonnenfield. New York: Columbia University Press, 2001.

Rotella, Mark. Stolen Figs: And Other Adventures in Calabria. New York: North
Point, 2003.

Sitney, P. Adams. Vital Crises in Italian Cinema: Iconography, Stylistics, Politics.
Austin,TX: University of Texas Press, 1995.

Stewart-Steinberg, Suzanne. The Pinocchio Effect: On Making Italians,1860–1920.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007.

Tosches, Nick. In the Hand of Dante: A Novel. Boston, MA: Back Bay Books, 2003.
Varriano, John. Tastes and Temptations: Food and Art in Renaissance Italy. Berkeley,

CA: University of California Press, 2009.
Zamagni, Vera. The Economic History of Italy, 1860–1990: Recovery After
Decline. Oxford: Clarendon, 1993.

These books are available online through www.modernscholar.com
or by calling Recorded Books at 1-800-636-3399.

RECOMMENDED VIEWING

Film
L’Avventura [The Adventure]. Directed by Michelangelo Antonioni. Criterion,

2001, DVD.
The Best of Youth. Directed by Marco Tullio Giordana. Miramax, 2006, DVD.
Caro Diario [Dear Diary]. Directed by Nanni Moretti. New Line Home Video,

1998, VHS.
Coppola, Francis Ford. Godfather. Godfather II. The Godfather DVD Collection.

Paramount, 2001, DVD.
I Vitelloni. Directed by Federico Fellini. Criterion, 2004, DVD.
La Terra Trema [The Earth Trembles]. Directed by Luchino Visconti. Image

Entertainment, 2002, DVD.
The Leopard. Directed by Luchino Visconti. Criterion, 2004, DVD.
Voyage to Italy. Directed by Roberto Rossellini. Connoisseur/Meridian, 1992

(1954), VHS.

Television
60 Minutes. “Mammoni.” Episode 20, Season 33. Lesley Stahl interview. March

4, 2001. Four segments of the interview are available at the following Web
address. — http://www.flaglerchat.com/forum/showthread.php?t=22513

The Sopranos. No. 4, Season 2. “Commendatori.” Written, produced, and
directed by David Chase for HBO.



RECORDED BOOKS

The Modern Scholar also offers the following courses on Italian art, archaeology,
and history.
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The Grandeur That Was Rome: Roman Art and Archaeology
Professor Jennifer Tobin—University of Illinois, Chicago

Common perceptions of Ancient Rome are plentiful, whether they take the form of
crazy emperors hosting lavish feasts, scenes of chariot races and gladiatorial combat,
or processions of conquering armies. But that is only half the story. In this enlighten-
ing lecture series, Professor Jennifer Tobin presents a sweeping portrait of Rome,
including the lofty developments of senatorial government, historical writing, stun-
ning art and architecture—and even the origins of long-lived customs such as the
Roman tradition of carrying a bride over the threshold.

The Tiber and the Potomac: Rome, America, and Empires of Trust
Professor Thomas F. Madden—Saint Louis University

This course presents an intriguing series of lectures based on a fascinating premise:
that the United States has more in common with the rising Roman Republic than
with the declining Roman Empire. The Tiber and the Potomac explores the amazing
parallels between history’s two most unusual superpowers. During the course of
these lectures, Madden not only reveals often surprising similarities, but also extracts
useful principles from history, including vital lessons from Rome’s 100-year struggle
with terrorism.

A History of Venice: Queen of the Seas
Professor Thomas F. Madden—Saint Louis University

Renowned professor Thomas F. Madden focuses his expertise on what has been
called the most beautiful city in the world—Venice. In these lectures, Professor
Madden explains how the city on the lagoon was established by refugees escaping the
onslaught of northern “barbarians” invading the crumbling Roman Empire. Through
its history, Venice housed the world’s leading merchants, thrived as a maritime pow-
erhouse, and developed into an independent republic not unlike the present United
States. Venice draws millions of visitors each year, and these lectures shed light on
why the city is such a continual source of fascination.

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
Professor Thomas F. Madden—Saint Louis University

Even millennia after its fall, the grand expanse of Roman achievement continues to
affect not only American society, but the entire world as well. What caused a civilization
of such accomplishments to disintegrate? In this informative and lively series of lectures,
renowned history professor Thomas F. Madden serves as the ultimate guide through the
fall of ancient Rome. Professor Madden correlates the principles of Roman conduct—
both governmental and military—that would forever change the world. Rome was an
empire unlike the world had ever seen, and one that will likely never be duplicated.
Peopled with personages of great distinction and even greater ambition, at once notable
for humanity’s great promise and flawed nature, the Roman Empire contributed many
of history’s proudest advancements. Here Professor Madden invites audiences to explore
all the grandeur of this lost empire.

These courses are available online through www.modernscholar.com
or by calling Recorded Books at 1-800-636-3399.




